Eating in 2030: trends and perspectives
THE VISION OF BARILLA CENTER FOR FOOD & NUTRITION

The Barilla Center for Food & Nutrition (BCFN) is a center of multidisciplinary analysis and proposals which aims to explore the major issues related to food and nutrition on a global scale. Created in 2009, BCFN intends to listen to the demands emerging from society today by gathering experience and qualified expertise on a worldwide level and promoting a continuous and open dialogue. The complexity of the phenomena under investigation has made it necessary to adopt a methodology that goes beyond the boundaries of different disciplines. These topics under study are broken down into four areas: Food for Sustainable Growth, Food for Health, Food for All and Food for Culture. The areas of analysis involve science, the environment, culture and the economy within these areas. BCFN explores topics of interest, suggesting proposals to meet the food challenges of the future.

THE BCFN CONTRIBUTION TO THE MAJOR ISSUES IN FOOD AND NUTRITION

The multidisciplinary analysis concerning the people, environment, economy and society has led to the definition of 4 specific lines of interconnected studies on the issues related to food and nutrition.

**FOOD FOR ALL**

In the area Food for All, the Barilla Center for Food & Nutrition addresses the issue of access to food and of malnutrition, with the aim of reflecting on how to promote better governance of the global food system in order to make a more equitable distribution of food possible and to encourage a better impact on social welfare, health and the environment.

**FOOD FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH**

With reference to the area Food for Sustainable Growth, the Barilla Center for Food & Nutrition aims to examine the issue of a better utilization of natural resources within the food chain. More specifically, the analysis performed have allowed us to point out the weaknesses, to assess the environmental impact of the production and consumption of food and to formulate a set of proposals and recommendations concerning personal and collective lifestyles that can have a positive effect on the environment and natural resources.

**FOOD FOR HEALTH**

In the Food for Health area, the Barilla Center for Food & Nutrition decided to start its research work by analyzing the relationship that exists between nutrition and health. It thoroughly analyzed the various recommendations made by the most authoritative scientific institutions in the world, in addition to the themes that emerged at different stages of discussion with the most qualified experts, thus providing civil society with a concise and effective overview of concrete proposals aimed at facilitating the adoption of a correct lifestyle and a healthy diet.

**FOOD FOR CULTURE**

In the Food for Culture area, the Barilla Center for Food & Nutrition described man’s relationship with food. In particular, the BCFN wanted to retrace the most important steps along the path that have accompanied the development of the man-food relationship, bringing (through moments of comparison) the fundamental role of the "Mediterranean diet" and its relevant dimensions to the center of attention.
THREE PRESENT-DAY PARADOXES ABOUT FOOD AND NUTRITION

AN ANALYSIS OF PRESENT-DAY GLOBAL SCENARIOS AND THEIR CONTINUAL AND RAPID EVOLUTION HIGHLIGHT A WORLD OF UNSUSTAINABLE PARADOXES

1. DIE OF HUNGER OR OBESITY?

Today, worldwide, for every malnourished person, there are two people who are obese or overweight.

868 million UNDERNOURISHED PEOPLE
1.5 billion OBESE OR OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE

For every undernourished person, there are two who are obese or overweight.

2. FEED PEOPLE, ANIMALS, OR CARS?

One-third of all food production worldwide is destined for feeding livestock. In addition, a growing share of agricultural land is used for the production of biofuel. As a result, we are choosing to feed automobiles instead of people.

GRAIN PRODUCTION IN THE WORLD AND ITS USE*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TODAY</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION</td>
<td>7 billion</td>
<td>7.7 billion</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIMAL FODDER</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>+2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN FOOD</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>45.6%</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOFUELS</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>+15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* allocation of the use of grains as a percentage between animal food, human food, and the production of biofuel

3. FEED WASTE OR FEED THE HUNGRY?

Every year worldwide, 1.3 billion tons of perfectly edible food are wasted, while 868 million people suffer from hunger.

1/3 OF GLOBAL FOOD PRODUCTION = 1.3 billion tons

4 TIMES WHAT IT WOULD TAKE TO FEED THE 868 MILLION PEOPLE WHO ARE HUNGRY

ENDS UP IN THE GARBAGE EACH YEAR

THE PLANET’S BALANCE IS NEGATIVE

Today, what is consumed is greater than what we are able to regenerate. For our current lifestyle, we will need 1.5 planets, and in 40 years we will need 3 planets.

Source: BCFN elaboration based on OECD/FAO 2011; WHO 2010; GLOBAL FOOTPRINT NETWORK 2012
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Dear Reader,

As Marino Niola reminds us, with a very cheerful expression, “food is the true fuel of history.”

What we eat and the way we eat it contribute, to a considerable extent, to how we define our personal and social identity. In previous papers, we attempted to investigate in detail the cultural aspect of food, showing how people’s attitude toward food reveals their most intimate needs and concerns.

While the importance of food is certainly not destined to diminish in the near future, humankind’s relationship to food is already taking different forms and, in the social and economic uncertainty we are experiencing today, they are becoming increasingly difficult to predict.

The attempt to identify and understand what the most important factors will be in the dietary scenario in the next few decades is fundamental, in our opinion, because there are actions that can be taken now to positively influence future developments.

Given the risk that we are facing today of the gradual impoverishment of food in terms of value and, as a result, of an irremediable degradation in the forms of social relationships associated with food, there are four themes from the analysis that seem to be the most significant for rediscovering a calmer and more sustainable approach to food: recovering an authentic dimension of eating with others, in the awareness that conviviality plays a fundamental role in supporting a balanced approach to food; accessibility, or consumers’ ability to access a broad selection of quality food; the progressive evolution of naturalness, a series of only those minimal, strictly necessary interventions in the various phases of the agro-industrial chain, based on the best available knowledge; and the right degree of contamination between dietary cultures.

If the system of players in the food sector can guarantee the possible application of these themes, and if consumers are helped to accept the themes and gradually change their behavior and valorize them, we are confident that the “2030 scenario” will finally be free of the great anxiety that characterizes the relationship people currently have with the food they eat. This is our hope, in the awareness that – if this is to happen – each of us must do his or her part.

Happy reading!

Guido Barilla
BCFN President
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Food has always had a fundamental role in the history and social behaviors of mankind. In the near future, the importance of food is not likely to diminish, but people’s relationship with food may assume different forms which – given the current phase of social uncertainty – are difficult to predict.

That said, the ultimate purpose of this work is to provide a framework of reflection in reference to the variables that will influence the future development of dietary styles, to understand how their interaction can generate future scenarios: this does not mean formulating predictions, but understanding what the dimensions and choices could be that determine future behaviors.

2030 is chosen, in particular, because as a time horizon, it is sufficiently distant to be able to develop some interesting projections, and at the same time, near enough to hypothesize a future scenario that is potentially realistic.

The perimeter we decided to perform our analysis in is represented by the post-industrial countries, which are characterized by a kind of post-modern culture. In fact, in an age where speed counts more than duration, where there is a growing sense of uncertainty, lack of control, and a sense of risk, a state of anxiety is created that was unknown to pre-modern society. This state of anxiety and uncertainty is also reflected in behaviors manifested in the diet, characterized by a demand for speed which necessitates greater practicality, due to less time being available to dedicate to consuming meals; demand for local food, associated with a search for greater authenticity in what we eat; and growing individualization, which introduces the risk of losing the dimension of eating with others.

In light of the conditions in which we live and people’s perceptions and behavior in this era, our efforts were directed toward constructing a conceptual outline that can be used to understand the elements that will influence the future development of food choices within post-modern societies.

As a starting point for that outline, five paradigms were identified that impact the entire global socio-economic situation. The identification of the paradigms is the result of mapping the major megatrends upon which – as the evidence demonstrates – post-industrial and post-modern society develops. These are:

1. demographic changes (aging of the population, single-member nuclear families, immigration, the role of women, etc.);
2. new geopolitical balances (movement of power and cultural influence from West to East, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific);
3. total connectivity (democracy and dissemination of information, immediacy);
4. a focus on environmental aspects;
5. GRIN (Genetics, Robotics, Internet, Nano technologies) technologies.

Interaction among the paradigms generates eight forces for change and/or conservation, each of which can be traced back, directly or indirectly, to one or more of these paradigms:

- globalization and financialization of the economy;
- polarization;
- tribalism;
- sustainable happiness;
- lack of trust;
- convergence around media;
- personalization of consumption;
- the lifestyle of single people.

It is important to emphasize that the paradigms and forces for change and/or conservation do not directly influence behaviors in the dietary context. However, they come together to define the contest in which dietary tendencies can develop. Interaction among paradigms and the forces of change and/or conservation shapes the current food scenario and allows us to develop thoughts about the future.

This scenario features thirteen evolving trends, which in many cases are interrelated, which are:

- taste as pleasure aimed at attaining a sense of gratification and satisfaction via the culinary experience;
- attention to health, in terms of improvement of individuals’ total well-being;
- orientation to the past, which implies memory and preservation of traditions;
- orientation to the future, which translates into an emphasis on and enhancement of progress;
- technology, or the innovative force at the behest of a consumer who is ever more critical and demanding;
- naturality, or simplicity, understood as a reduction to the minimum (but not absolute) of interventions and manipulations;
- globalization of flavors, understood as an exchange between dietary cultures;
- local and regional food, which emphasizes the relationship between food and region;
- “luxury” food, in terms of higher quality and scarcity of certain foods;
- “low cost” food, or accessibility in the sense of wide availability;
- speed, due to the lack of time available for the consumption and preparation of meals;
- individualization, from a relational standpoint;
- sustainability, which makes reference to a “knowledgeable” consumer who is involved in protecting the environment and product quality.

Each trend features certain distinctive elements, which sometimes make them appear antithetical. In many cases, however, trends that appear at first glance to be in opposition may, in fact, coexist.

Given the starting point, which highlights this opposition (which is presumed and theoretical for certain aspects) among the distinctive characteristics of the various trends, it is to be hoped that in the next 20 years, a progressive transition will be made toward a new equilibrium that features a balanced and positive approach to food: a future dietary scenario that is realistic, constructive, and long-lasting.

The exercise engaged in to test the scenario theory described in the document gave rise to some questions that are decisive for the future, about behaviors that people will adopt in the dietary context:

- How will the sense of frenzy that characterizes current times be reconciled with a need to return to consisuity?
In conclusion, the ultimate purpose of this work is not to predict what will happen in 2030, but to offer some useful suggestions for contemplation to those participants in the dietary world, so that they can adapt to ongoing changes and attempt to enhance the most positive aspects of future trends.

How will the search for pleasure, understood as “taste,” coexist with the growing attention to well-being?
How will anxiety or awareness prevail in dietary choices?
How will elements such as traditions and simplicity survive in the face of the impact that technological innovation and scientific discoveries have (and will have) in the dietary context?
How will it be possible for a sense of authenticity to coexist with interest in and curiosity for new culinary styles?
Will access to quality food be the prerogative only of the wealthy?
Will the post-modern consumer be able to reconcile individual choices with environmental sustainability?

To facilitate this transition from the current dietary scenario to the future one, in the BCFN’s view, the main categories of actors that should be involved include: institutions, companies in the food sector, the distribution sector, and the catering sector.

In particular, it is recommended that institutions:
- use price leverage in a balanced way to discourage habitual consumption of junk food and, instead, encourage purchases of healthy food;
- promote the adoption of healthy lifestyles and diets that favor the consumption of foods that have a lower impact on the planet’s ecosystem;
- incentivize so-called “urban garden” initiatives;
- support the dissemination of accurate information and dietary education.

Companies in the food sector should:
- continue to develop new forms of convenience food with a high nutritional level;
- propose further innovations to meet the growing personalization of food offerings and to limit the environmental impact of food packaging;
- support consumers in their efforts to reduce waste to a minimum, in part thanks to the commitment of the entire manufacturing chain;
- continue the activity of reformulating existing products in relation to advances in technology and develop new products;
- promote healthy lifestyles and diets from people’s first years of life;
- promote new forms of communication design.

Where distribution is concerned, this involves:
- developing new methods for rapid purchasing, with high digitalization;
- developing actions and strategies that help direct choices toward products typical of a healthy diet and with a reduced environmental impact.

On the other hand, the catering sector should create new solutions to help people find new space and time to dedicate to eating meals with other people.

Keep in mind, as well, that the family and the school have a fundamental role in effective education about proper diet for tomorrow’s adults. In fact, the first step toward changing total lifestyles consists in correcting the dietary habits of young children rather than revolutionizing dietary styles.

In recognition of the fact that isolated activities among a single category of actors could prove to be inadequate, the cooperation of all parties involved is believed to be necessary to achieve the desired results.
FOOD TOWARDS 2030

Demographic trends (aging of the population, single-person households, new geopolitical balance, total connectivity, focusing on environmental aspects and GRIN [Genetic, Robotic, Information and Nano-processes] technologies) are the 5 main models that have an impact today on the entire socio-economic globalization context. A series of opposing tendencies within the food scenario will be triggered between now and 2030 by the interaction among the global models and the forces of conservation and change. Knowing about them will allow us to act to address them the best we can for the welfare of society.

COMMENSALITY

Speed and space-time barriers are increasingly reducing the opportunities for gathering around the table, fostering a strong push towards individualism. We need to create more opportunities to facilitate the sharing of food that encourage dialogue, reflection and the enjoyment of sociality.

ACCESSIBILITY

We must work to ensure that access to food is guaranteed to large segments of people, and offers a wide array and quality.

NATURALNESS

Reduction of interventions and manipulations in the various phases of the agricultural sector, without sacrificing innovation.

FUSION

Exploitation of the total connectivity to increase the knowledge and the exaltation of the different food cultures and their authentic flavors.

FOOD AT HOME vs EATING OUT

There has been a progressive increase in meals eaten outside the home, often characterized by individualization and a lower quality of the food offering.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The RESTAURANT INDUSTRY should strive to develop new solutions to help people find the space and time to devote to meals in the company of other people.

The INSTITUTIONS need to focus more on promoting the purchase of healthy foods and use a balanced price leverage to discourage the use of junk food.

The INSTITUTIONS should promote the adoption of lifestyles and eating habits that favor the consumption of foods that contribute to a healthy diet and have less impact on the eco-system of the planet.

The FOOD INDUSTRY should spread and share in global markets not only goods but food and dietary habits, promoting their integration in contexts that are increasingly multi-ethnic.

The FOOD INDUSTRY must continue to develop more and more new forms of convenience foods characterized by a high level of nutrition.

1. WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND HOW WE WILL EAT IN 2030
1.1 UNDERSTANDING DIET IN THE 21ST CENTURY

N oida said: «Food is the true fuel of history for two simple reasons: one is natural and one is cultural. The first one is obvious – humans eat to live. The second, and much more crucial, is that people live to eat». Food has always played a fundamental role in the history of humankind and social behavior. In previous papers, we attempted to underline this aspect by highlighting how people’s attitude toward food reveals their most intimate needs and concerns.

While the importance of food is certainly not going to diminish in the near future, it is difficult to predict the ways that humankind’s relationship to food could change, especially because of social and economic uncertainty.

In our opinion, it is also fundamental to understand which crucial factors will exist in the food system in 2030, because there are actions that can be implemented now to positively influence future developments.

Our analysis of potential dynamics includes post-industrial countries, characterized by a type of post-modern culture: indeed, it is in this context that we will be investigating people’s behavior, as individuals and as members of social groups.

Therefore, we intend to begin with the concept of a post-modern society to clearly define the basic features of the social environment in which changes in food sector trends will be analyzed.

According to Jameson, the features which characterize modern society are heterogeneity, “difference” and fragmentation. These are the distinctive characteristics of post-modern society, strongly bound to the compression of space and time generated by the development of transportation, telecommunications, and computer networks. Various authors (including Bauman, Beck, and Giddens) maintain that the result of this compression dynamic is a society of individual and global risk or uncertainty.

In social and economic organizations, vertical (pyramid) hierarchies are more and more frequently being replaced by a type of horizontal relation, based on the logic of the exchange of flows online, where types of political power and social mobilization change radically.

Goods or people are no longer at the center of economic flows: communication networks primarily are vehicles for information, and to authors such as Bell and Touraine, post-modern society appears to be an information society. Indeed, in their view, information is the main merchandise for today’s society and its production, handling, and transmission are at the core of a modern services economy. In this context, the Internet becomes both the format that best characterizes post-modern communications and the annulment of space, as well as a metaphor for the organization of relations and communication between nodes in each field.

Today’s society (which Bauman describes as “liquid modernity”) is a society that rejects stability and duration, which prefers appearance to substance, in which time is fragment-

ed into episodes and health becomes “fitness,” where the greatest freedom of expression is channel surfing. A society that is characterized by political apathy, the decline of public figures, a frantic search for community, the disappearance of the art of building social bonds; and a desperate worship of the body. And finally, a society in which individualism is accompanied by a sense of abdication of responsibility, where the individual finds it hard to be the true protagonist of his/her own existence.

This society is characterized by fears, in which – again, according to Bauman – the only constant is change and the only certainty is uncertainty, and all these fears can be traced back to a single, basic fear: the fear of uncertainty. This fear – which is the inability to understand what is happening and what will happen, combined with the dread of not knowing how to deal with changed circumstances – is generated by the frenetic anxiety of individuals who are now unequipped from the weight of tradition.

Even if “fear is certainly not new to human life [since] humanity has known it since its beginnings,” this specific type of fear is new in the history of humankind.

Over the course of time, threats have always seemed to be the same, linked to three dimensions: time, space, and relationships. Sigmund Freud classified these fears in a definitive manner: “We are threatened with suffering from three directions: from our own body, which is doomed to decline and decay and which cannot function without pain and anxiety as warning signals; from the external world, which may rage against us with overwhelming and merciless forces of destruction; and finally from our relations with others.”

In an age where speed counts for more than endurance, where there is a growing sense of uncertainty, lack of control, and a sense of risk, a state of anxiety is created which was unknown to pre-modern society. According to Bauman, all of this is the price to be paid for new individual freedoms and new responsibility.

This state of anxiety and uncertainty is also reflected in behavior within the scope of eating. If we select a variable for each one of the dimensions cited (time, space, and relationships), this becomes particularly clear: the need for speed requires more practicality, due to the shorter time available to dedicate to meals. The demand for food linked to the land leads to the search for greater authenticity in what is eaten. Increasing individualism leads to the risk of losing the dimension of commensality.

The three dimensions of “time”, “space”, and “relationships” have always played a fundamental role in the history of eating. Referring to time, Montanari recalls that “harmonizing the pace of your life to that of Nature’s has always been one of man’s primal needs, but at the same time, they were pursuing the goal of controlling, changing, and, in some way, opposing Nature’s time.” The author goes on to maintain that the struggle for mastery of space, that is, to obtain food from other places, trying to combat the limitations of territory in addition to the seasonable variability of products, is an ancient practice (“action on space and action on time – in antiquity – intersected and strengthened each other”). Finally, the third dimension, that of relationships, is linked to the element of conviviality, namely, eating together, as a characteristic feature of human culture.

Going back to our era and to the sense of anxiety and uncertainty which distinguish it, a strong feeling of confusion is recorded in regard to the values and content of the food proposal, a confusion that was well depicted by Fischler and Pollan in their “omnivore’s dilemma/paradox.”

Some important questions about the future originate here, also about the aspect of food; we will mention only a few:

- What impact will the speed that characterizes this current era have on people’s lifestyles and health?
- Will the fragmentation of time and the individualism that are a hallmark of post-modern society influence emotional well-being in the future?
In the future, will technology have a positive impact on health and well-being, or will it be judged as an element that opposes the concept of naturalness? Will people be able to understand the importance that certain innovations in the food system will have in the future, or will technology always be considered a manipulation and an artifice of Nature? These questions are difficult to answer. And it is precisely these and other questions that the BCFN proposes to address in this paper. We are not attempting to outline an actual future scenario in a deterministic sense, but to explain the great questions which underlie putting it into action.

As previously stated, the ultimate purpose of this work is to provide a complete framework for reflection, with specific attention to the variables which will influence the future development of eating habits, in order to understand how their interaction may generate future scenarios. Therefore, no forecasts will be made; we will try, instead, to understand what the dimensions are and the choices which will determine future behavior in order to construct a plausible and desirable scenario which may help us identify a path that can overcome the contradictions found in behavior and in the dynamics of modern food systems. Having defined the starting point, ours is an exercise regarding the search for a way and a new pact among the food system’s actors. Although we are aware of the topic’s complexity and the difficulty of this task, we do not want to deny ourselves the possibility of launching a reflection on the direction of the road that the food system – and consequently, people’s behavior – can take to regain a different and more suitable approach to food.

In the first section of our work, we will analyze the most significant paradigm changes now underway from a social and economic point of view. The paradigm changes will be correlated to the major forces of change and/or of conservation affecting people’s lives, and the most significant trends in eating behavior will be listed in the second chapter. On the basis of the information gathered, we will construct a model that highlights the realities present in the food system, outlining what future scenarios might look like. In the third chapter, one of these scenarios will be presented, which, in our opinion, is ideal, accompanied by reflections and recommendations – stated in the fourth chapter – so that this scenario may actually come to pass.

We chose 2030 as the date of reference because it is a time horizon sufficiently distant to be able to develop interesting projections and, at the same time, near enough to hypothesize a future scenario that is potentially realistic. Our analysis, which is qualitative, sociological, and cultural, may involve sacrificing some aspects of analytical rigor and the relative certainties supplied by empirical evidence. Nevertheless, the process of constructing the unifying framework of emerging trends presented here is based on an analysis of the most trusted scientific literature on the subject. The subsequent developments and reflections which are derived from this are generated by the BCFN’s experience and convictions.
1.3 PARADIGMS, FORCES OF CHANGE AND/OR CONSERVATION, AND CURRENT MAJOR TRENDS

Our efforts were directed toward constructing a conceptual diagram that can be used to understand the elements that will influence the future development of food choices within post-modern societies. To this end, it is helpful to subdivide the change factors into three different groups, ranking them according to the breadth of their impacts and influence on eating behavior:

1. Paradigms represent the major basic trends of the economy and society, and contribute to defining the overall scenario inside which all the other forces operate. These are long-term models which are already deploying their effects on the present, and which will determine – through their interaction – the generation and evolution of forces and trends which will characterize the upcoming decades. In several specialist publications, paradigms are also called megatrends;

2. The forces of change and/or conservation are the “engines” which drive the transformation of social behavior or are the “custodians” of the status quo. These elements co-exist in a dialectic form and explain both the processes of change and the phenomena of inertia which tend to slow them down;

3. The food trends derive from the interaction between paradigms and the forces of change and/or conservation. The identification of these trends – which here refer exclusively to food dynamics – is not solely the result of the analysis of existing literature on the subject, but a direct comparison of authorities who are capable of understanding the interactions between food and social behavior, and can independently develop predictions of future dynamics.

Due to the level of complexity of the multiple interactions which characterize them, it is impossible to establish the specific connection points between the model’s different variables. Nonetheless, the qualitative description of the factors sets the bases for a sufficiently accurate discussion of food trends.

The overall approach is diagrammed in Figure 1.1.

In the following paragraphs, there will be a brief presentation of what, in our opinion, are the most significant paradigms and forces today, and in the future. The second chapter will be dedicated to trends in the food system, which are the core of our reflections.

1.3.1 Paradigms

As a starting point for the model produced, five macro-paradigms were identified which impact the entire global socio-economic situation.

As mentioned previously, paradigms are general models of reference, large global “waves” which propagate themselves over very extensive time arcs and which define society’s evolutionary trajectory. In other words, these are complex phenomena, which have bearing across geographic and industrial levels. They are actual “epicenters” which the forces of change and/or conservation can be traced back to. Therefore, the identification of the paradigms is the result of mapping the major megatrends – backed up by evidence – upon which post-modern and post-industrial society develops, including:

1. Population changes (aging of the population, single-member units, immigration, women’s role, etc.);

2. New geopolitical balances (movement of power and cultural influence from West to East, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific);

3. Total connectivity (democratic nature and disclosure of information, immediacy);

4. Focus on environmental aspects;

5. GRIN (Genetics, Robotics, Internet, Nanotechnologies) technologies.

Without presuming to explore topics of such breadth in detail, we will limit ourselves to outlining below their fundamental aspects, highlighting their relationship, even if indirect, with eating behavior.

Population changes

The growth in the world’s population, led by developing countries, is contrasted by new population trends taking hold in more developed countries, which are typical of post-industrial economies:
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With the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989, the signing of the World Trade Organization (WTO) treaty at Marrakech in 1994, and China’s entry to the WTO in 2001, a new phase began in recent world history. A phase during which relations among countries changed, unexpected geopolitical changes occurred, at times linked, albeit indirectly, to food (such as the Arab Spring) and in which a new division of labor was imposed.

Although it does not have a direct impact on the lifestyles of Western countries—the focus of our attention in this paper—this is at least indirectly, the level of wealth, in part due to the processes of globalization of production.

In this scenario, cities play an increasingly crucial role; in particular, some megacities are clearly assuming a global role and are progressively becoming the center of new development. In these new urban centers, gradual movements of tastes is occurring, and consequently, there is a change in eating habits. We are witnessing a diminishing of the role of tradition; consumers’ means of access to products is also changing because of new distribution organizations, which are taking on increasing importance in defining eating patterns.

Worldwide, the number of these megacities is expanding considerably: in 1950, only New York had over ten million inhabitants. In 1985, there were nine megacities; in 2004, there were 19, and today there are 27. It is predicted that in 2050, the world’s population will reach nine billion people (+32.4% since 2010) and 70% of the world’s people will live in cities.

Among the various urban regions currently undergoing rapid expansion, the most striking pace is in developing countries: in these locations, within an arc of forty years, it is predicted that the urban population will grow by 70% on average (65% in Asia, 72% in Africa).

In summary, the scenario that we are dealing with increasingly takes on the features of an “urban” scenario.

**Total connectivity**

In recent years, we witnessed the emergence of new ways to interact and socialize among individuals, companies, and communities. This scenario has gradually diminished the importance of physical and time distances: the—primarily virtual—“community effect” and “social networking” are now an integral and indispensable part of daily life, invading every social and relational aspect. For example, think of the number of Internet users worldwide: today, there are four times as many users as in 2001 (2.2 billion compared to 495 million a decade ago). Another fact that helps to understand the phenomenon is the number of text messages sent every second worldwide: they have almost quadrupled in three years, from 56,000 in 2007 to over 192,000 in 2010.

Nevertheless, these impacts do not involve the entire population but only those groups which are most able to receive technological and computer innovations. The enormous availability of data and information that can be found today, more freely, in real time and with new methods, is a positive result of the great changes underway. For example, informal learning has increased significantly: according to one study, the boom in social media and mobile devices has resulted in a new way of learning that influences 80% of what we learn.

The use of technology itself has changed enormously over time, with greater connectivity among consumers. According to predictions, in 2013 people who use “mobile-type”

→ progressive aging of the population;
→ decrease in the birth rate;
→ increase in life expectancy;
→ influx of new population through migratory flows.

These trends have remarkable impacts—something that will occur more and more in the future—on countries’ economic and social structure (also in relation to the increase in welfare costs29). Specifically, the rebalancing of society and population will have a significant impact on the way people nourish themselves. Think, for example, of the growing and diverse needs characterizing the over-65 population group, which will become increasingly important. In this regard, the data on the growth trend in life expectancy in recent years is rather significant: in 1974, in developed countries, life expectancy at birth was between 72.75 years; today it is between 77.83 years. In about 35 years, life expectancy increased by almost eight years. 25 In the next five years, the number of individuals who will be age 65 or older will, for the first time in the history of mankind, exceed that of children under age 5. The increase in the elderly population will be most evident in developing countries, although the segment of the population in industrialized countries that will increase the most will be the over-80 segment. 25

Compared to the past, in Western countries the elderly population leads more active and independent lives, so much so that the definition of aging active population was coined precisely to highlight how lifestyles differ from the past, as a result of improved overall health conditions.

The living conditions of this population category—which, for the first time, can influence the choices of society as a whole—in terms of health (healthy longevity is a goal that has yet to be consolidated even within Western countries), economic resources, and lifestyles, represent one of the elements in the scenario that is most interesting and, at the moment, characterized by great uncertainty.

What seems relevant to us is to indicate the current and predictable presence within society of a group of independent elderly people, with a system of needs and a very specific availability of time, resources, and social relationships, and for whom eating may be a factor of interest and attention.

Younger population groups, in many cases, tend to establish the so-called “forever young syndrome,” which translates into the myth of eternal youth. Indeed, it is a type of worship of adolescence, whereby over the passage of years individuals do not accept life’s biological pace. This lifestyle is reflected in the eating patterns adopted by this population group, eating habits which mimic the way of life of young people. An example of this is the ritual of the happy hour, which Nicola defines as “a syncretic social ceremony that remixes times and tastes, people and customs, fashions and manners, and the social theatre of drunkenness.”

Furthermore, the so-called “new population” that has been formed after waves of migration from emerging countries to more developed economies has and will have a strong impact on the forces of change and conservation (also in terms of “polarization,” understood as the possibility or lack thereof of accessing higher quality level foods) and, consequently, on current food trends, especially for the significant fusion/exchange phenomena (among the trends that will later be discussed, here we refer to the “globalization of flavors”).

Finally, women’s roles have also changed significantly in recent years and are destined to change more in the future: more women are working outside the home, and have less time to dedicate to household chores and to themselves. Over the last ten years in Italy, the time dedicated to taking care of the home (and meal preparation) by women who work, decreased by seven hours a week, and for unemployed women, by six hours. 32
Focus on environmental aspects

Population growth and consumption models contribute to the progressive scarcity of some of the natural resources which have made the last fifty years of economic development possible. The concept of environmental sustainability, i.e., the ability to maintain the quality and reproducibility of natural resources, is becoming increasingly important. The serious water stress that affects many areas of the planet, the production of electricity that depends too much on fossil fuels, and the serious risk of biodiversity loss are some of the factors that are raising growing alarm regarding the accelerated consumption of non-renewable resources.

Climate change, which we previously analyzed, contributes to worsening the future agricultural scenario, and the search for sustainable agricultural paradigms is one of the great challenges for the next twenty years. In addition to resource scarcity, another equally significant topic is emerging – the loss/waste of resources. From an agricultural point of view, the issue of the use of (financial and physical) resources to produce biofuel is increasingly more important, with potential impacts on future agricultural sustainability.

It also must be noted that in recent years we have been witnessing growth in the number of environmental movements. Many scholars and observers have tried to explain the emergence of environmentalism starting in the 1960s as part of a more generalized passage toward post-industrial societies and the rise in new cultural models oriented toward self-realization and “postmaterialistic” values, rather than toward the satisfaction of material needs. The first movements were linked to the use of chemical pesticides, the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and the use of nuclear energy. Subsequently, the perception of the finite nature and scarcity of the natural resources available on the planet became widespread, thanks to scientific contributions which had great repercussions, including the report by Dana Meadows on the limits of development, promoted by the Club of Rome. In those years, an important role was played by several representatives of the scientific community, from Rachel Carson to Barry Commoner. It is practically impossible to cite all the major environmental organizations which were created during that time, but among them, Greenpeace is certainly the one that has taken on a very important role in international environmentalism for the near future.

The renewed sensitivity to environmental topics attracts great interest in relation to food topics, with an increasingly careful consumer who demands increasing responsibility from the food industry in safeguarding the environment and the quality of products.

GRIN technologies

New technologies – especially in the fields of energy, information, and sustainability – will play a fundamental role in evolving socio-economic changes. According to some experts, GRIN technologies (Generic, Robotic, Information, and Nano processed) will change human life within the next few decades. The combined use of GRIN technologies could create a totally different world than the one we know: For example, automobiles with very low consumption that do not need drivers, solar energy that completely replaces fossil fuels, objects that can be reproduced remotely by 3-D photocopiers, and new materials that have scant impact on global resources. These are products which are already available at the experimental level, and will be further developed over the next decade.

Consider nanotechnology, a field of applied science and technology that concerns the control of matter at an atomic and molecular scale. Nanotechnologies make handling food ingredients at the molecular level possible. In the future, nanotechnology products could have a considerable effect on the food and animal feed industry, offering potential advantages to industry and consumers, as well as potential health and environmental risks.

Nevertheless, the debate on the role of emerging technologies is open. Supporters of the benefits of technological changes usually see emerging technologies as an opportunity to improve human conditions. Critics, however, maintain that some of these emerging technologies could be dangerous and even contribute – in an extreme scenario – to the extinction of the human race itself.

The role of GMOs in agriculture is at the center of these debates. Over the years, genetically modified organisms have generated great expectations, disappointments, and differences of opinion within the scientific community, and today the role that they may play in the near future is uncertain.

1.3.2 The forces of change and/or conservation

In our opinion, interaction among the paradigms produce some significant forces for change and/or conservation, and each one of them can be traced back – directly or indirectly – to one or more of these forces. In particular, we have identified eight main forces of change or conservatism.

1. Globalization and financialization of the economy;
2. Proliferation;
3. Tribalism;
4. Sustainable happiness;
5. Lack of trust;
6. Convergence around media;
7. Personalization of consumption;
8. Singles’ lifestyle.
Globalization and financialization of the economy

Globalization is understood to mean the phenomenon of the worldwide unification of markets, which has pushed toward more uniform and convergent consumption and production models as a result of the spread of technological innovations and the opening of international trade. The main effect of this phenomenon is a sharp economic and cultural convergence among the world’s countries. On the one hand, we are witnessing the gradual standardization of needs and the subsequent disappearance of traditional differences in consumers’ tastes at the regional or national level, while, on the other hand, companies have more ability to take advantage of significant economies of scale in the production and sale of products, especially of standardized consumer goods.

Among the risks deriving from globalization, one of the most important is excessive cultural standardization, understood as the loss or lack of appreciation of individual cultural identities. Alongside globalization, the power of financialization appears to be emerging, or the significant increase in the role of financial activities within the socio-economic system’s activities. It is an economic development model based less and less on the real economy’s manufacturing and production processes: a model that led to the extraordinary global economic crisis that the world has been experiencing since 2008.

As a reaction to this approach, alternative points of view are taking hold, proposing different approaches to economic growth and more frugal and economically sustainable consumption. The dialect between these approaches will generate the overall alternative approach to consumption that will be imposed in upcoming decades.

Polarization

The concept of polarization addressed herein refers to the area of post-industrial countries and, therefore, to the cultural area that refers to post-modernism. There is an increasingly more marked socio-economic division between different classes. According to a recent study, in OECD countries the average income of the richest 10% of the people is nine times higher than that of the poorest 10%. The income gap has grown even in countries with a tradition of equality, such as Germany, Denmark, and Sweden, and has gone from a ratio of 5 to 1 in the 1980s to a ratio of 6 to 1 today. The gap is 10 to 1 in Italy, Japan, Korea, and the United Kingdom, and reaches levels of 14 to 1 in Israel, Turkey, and the United States.

According to the OECD, the leading cause of this gap has been the growth in salary and compensation inequality. At the same time, we are witnessing a gap that is not only measured in wealth, but also in access to new information technologies. The so-called “digital divide” is a recent phenomenon that is complex and linked to the development of information technologies and the Internet, and is generating significant cultural and social inequalities. The digital divide is closely connected to the social divide because the lack of a possibility of accessing digital technologies prevents some population groups from having the possibility to access economic, employment, and cultural opportunities. In this regard, we also recall how within Europe itself there is a digital divide between the Northern and Southern European countries.

Again, in this case, these are phenomena that determine not only cultural and consumption paradigms, but also the restructuring of production and industrial systems that will go in alternative directions. The decline of the middle class in the Western world will correspond to a re-thinking of an entire economic system built on the assumption of the ideal, econom-
ic, and social priorities of the intermediate category of the population, with consequences which are unpredictable at this time.\textsuperscript{65}

**Tribalism**

Starting at the end of the 1960s, the traditional social structures which had long contributed to shaping Western societies (family, church, political parties, firms, in the logic of a “lifet ime job”) began to fail. New situations (extended families, one-member units, etc.) were created, leading to new innovative methods of aggregation, which in their most extended form have found an effective concept in the idea of a tribe, first proposed by Maffesoli.\textsuperscript{66}

Maffesoli defines these types of socialization as emotional communities based on “common feeling and experience.” In fact, according to the author, “it can be said that we are witnessing the trend toward replacing a rational socialization with socialization that is dominated by empathy.” In this manner, just when the individual is acquiring new social legitimacy, there is a growing desire to spend time together, to share ambitions and exchange emotions: thus, totally new forms of socialization arise, different from the more traditional forms based on belonging to a caste or class, since tribalism, even before it is a political, economic, or social phenomenon, is a cultural phenomenon.\textsuperscript{67}

The concept of the neo-tribe\textsuperscript{68} led to tribal marketing, a marketing strategy theorized between 2000 and 2004, whose goal is to create communities of consumers linked to the product or service being promoted.

Maffesoli and Cova, considered the main experts on tribal marketing, believe that this approach is an alternative that is more strictly “Mediterranean” compared to the classic North American type: while the latter usually meets a request from consumers for individualization and personalization, in tribalism, the firm does not set the goal of creating a personal bond with the customer. Instead, the firm prefers to nurture and support the bond between the customers themselves, helping them to share their passions and feel like they are part of a group.

In other words, this concerns a response to the need for conviviality and belonging that is emerging in a society which, having overcome the traditional ways of belonging, has launched a course of research on new approaches and methods for social interaction.

**Sustainable happiness**

The expression “lifestyle” is often used to refer to what permanently and deeply characterizes the way a person lives.

Today’s lifestyle, according to many sociologists, is a society that identifies happiness with hedonism and opulence, based on consumption, pleasures, and disproportionate attention to material goods. Therefore, we have supposedly achieved a substantial hollowing out of the sense of civil co-existence, and this contributes to shaking the foundations of social well-being, which include confidence, belonging, inclusion, cohesion, security, and – above all – sobriety.

In contrast to the obviously poor attention paid to society’s needs and the impacts of lifestyles on society, the economy, and the environment, a spreading trend is aimed at sustainability and proposing a lifestyle focused on good practices and sustainability.\textsuperscript{69} The objective is to guarantee widespread and sustainable well-being by preserving everyone’s environmental, social, and cultural heritage: promoting the achievement of happiness, or meeting (basic and non-basic) needs, in a way that can be sustainable over time.

As a result, research has been conducted to find indicators able to measure the happiness and wellbeing of people; this research has involved several European countries in recent years, including Italy.\textsuperscript{70}

**Lack of trust**

Recent years have seen the exponential growth of problems linked to anxiety and emotional stress, especially among workers, a situation which has also been worsened by the widespread crisis.

A feeling of impatience and frenzy characterizes the lives of many people: if we compare today’s lifestyle and work pace with that of about ten years ago, we realize that we are much more stressed and under pressure today due to economic issues, and forced to live at a much more frenetic pace.

While in the past, a widespread feeling of security and stability could be felt, now everything seems to be at risk regarding employment, society, and the future. Everything seems to be changing at an accelerated pace, beyond one’s direct control, with no certainties.

One of the negative consequences of this new, widespread condition of anxiety is represented by the increasingly frequent appearance – at all social and age levels – of more or less serious nervous and behavior diseases, such as depression\textsuperscript{71} and eating disorders. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there are currently about 150 million people worldwide suffering from depression.

**Convergence around media**

Convergence of the “screens” people use and the migration of content from one technological device to another make it increasingly easy to access different high-quality sources and content, facilitating their interaction.

The risk is that having to assess the quality of different modes of communications is difficult for many consumers who lack an adequate level of information and skill. This risk for food choices is particularly high, and is the reason why consumer education on these topics is one of the crucial issues for governments and companies.

In fact, new media have reached a particularly high level of influence: specifically, blogs’ and forums’ ability to modify or completely change, an individual’s opinion on previously-known products and services seems to be very high.

In addition, social interactions among consumers are growing, to the point that some movements and consumption patterns are born on and fed off the web. For example, think of the freegan movement (the term derives from the combination of the words “free” and “vegan”), people who live off what others throw away, or the locavore movement, people who would like to promote nearby agriculture and “zero mileage shopping” to reduce the distance food travels.

**Personalization of consumption**

Consumption patterns by individuals or groups bring with them a set of meanings that go beyond the simple acquisition of goods. Over time, consumption patterns and their main actors have undergone significant changes and taken on different meanings.

After the oil crises and the consumer crunch due to the international recession in the
1980s, the needs that drove consumption began to change, going in the direction of individualism and attention to the product. At the present time, some segments of consumers are distancing themselves from this model in favor of a search for experiences instead of products, of feelings and sensations rather than their use value, generating consumption models that are not very linear or predictable: this type of consumer is attracted by customized and personalized products, which under certain aspects are “unique” for their genre. Consumers – who are increasingly more mature, demanding, and selective – take for granted functional features and benefits, the quality of products, and a positive brand image. What they want are products, communication, and marketing campaigns that they can relate to and include in their lifestyles, that touch their senses and their hearts, which stimulate their minds and can provide an experience.

In this context, there is room for experiential marketing, which maintains that companies need to offer consumers experiences and emotions to satisfy and engage them, thus favoring the purchase and consumption of the product/good or product/service “experienced.” This approach is based on the presupposition that the consumer’s choices are dictated by emotions, thus aligning with what cognitive behavior scientists have been saying for some time: the consumer does not always act rationally; indeed, in the purchasing process, the determinant is the emotional factor. Therefore, in the current situation, the brand itself is an increasingly abstract element, based on shared social values and emerging cultural identities.

Singles’ lifestyles

Over the past half-century, the family has undergone wide-ranging changes, from a nuclear, traditionally closed model to a broad, variably understood model. In today’s society, a family understood to be a married couple with children is progressively losing its core role, even statistically, to the emerging new family units: childless couples, single-parent families, and singles. If current trends hold in Italy, very soon single, childless people will “surpass” couples with children: in ten years, one-member units increased by 39%, while at the same time couples with children dropped more than 7%.

The changes underway in the dimensions and characteristics of family units and in social dynamics also significantly influence trends in lifestyles and consumption. The seven million Italians who live alone spend 71% more on food purchases compared to the average family. A person living alone often purchases greater quantities of food since smaller-size formats often do not exist, leading to grocery expenses that are higher than traditional expenses and, as a consequence, more waste created. The mass market production and distribution sector has already been aware of the “single phenomenon” for some time now, and offers, for example, single-serving products.

However, on the other hand, the current time of economic uncertainty has impacted families’ behavior and outlooks on consumption, including a push toward the re-composition of family units (the so-called “recreated families”). In any case, singles are an eloquent example of new consumption orientations, with strong individualism in selections and intolerance for market offerings that are not generally examined for their needs.

Paradigms and the forces of changes and/or conservation do not directly influence dietary behavior. However, they contribute to defining the situation in which food trends may develop. It would indeed be difficult to understand the trends without knowing the scenario they are included in. For this reason, we felt it was fundamental to present the factors described in this first chapter, to make understanding the dynamics easier and to display the socio-economic structural elements “supporting” the trends.
2. FOOD TRENDS
Food trends are the central element of our study. It is only through an analysis of the trends that are becoming apparent today that it is possible to imagine future developments and identify positive pathways that will lead to a preferable and sustainable future.

Interaction between paradigms and the forces of change and/or conservation in the current food scenario allows us to develop reflections on the future. This scenario features the following thirteen evolving trends, in many cases correlated:

1. Taste;
2. Caring for health;
3. Orientation to the past;
4. Orientation to the future;
5. Technology;
6. Naturalness;
7. Globalization of flavors;
8. Local and regional food;
9. "Luxury" food;
10. "Low cost" food;
11. Speed;
12. Individualism;
13. Sustainability.

Each trend features some distinctive elements which may put the trends themselves in contrast with each other. However, we will be able to point out how, in many cases, trends that are apparently opposites of each other co-exist, manifesting themselves with behavioral impacts that are both positive and negative.

Behavioral trends relative to food will be analyzed in detail below. They will be dealt with in order, so as to highlight contrasting phenomena whenever present.

**Taste**

The search for pleasure is expressed by achieving a feeling of fulfillment and satisfaction through the culinary experience. This satisfaction presumes that sensory needs will be fulfilled, especially that of flavor.

Furthermore, the search for flavor and satisfaction at the table recalls the practice of conviviality, or coming together at the table, not only to share food, but also to foster dialog, reflection, and the pleasure of socialization. Thus, food also assumes cultural value, not only in reference to preparation techniques and nutritional qualities, but also in regard to the ways it is eaten. "Since gestures made together with others tend to depart from a simply functional dimension and take on a communicative value, man’s convivial vocation..."
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CULINARY EXPERIENCES SERVE AS GRATIFICATION OF SENSORY NEEDS WHICH CONTRASTS WITH THE CONCEPTION OF FOOD AS A SIMPLE PASTIME

is immediately translated into attributing meaning to the gestures made while eating.23 An extreme example of this approach is the Slow Food movement, which believes that pleasure is included in the sphere of human rights. Slow Food takes up and develops the activities developed by the international non-profit organization Slow Food, founded by Carlo Petrini in 1986 to “promote interest linked to food as a bearer of pleasure, culture, traditions, identity and a lifestyle that in addition to diet, is respectful of local territories and traditions.”24

Faced with the “incipient globalization”25 phenomena, the philosophy which is the foundation of Slow Food opposes the standardization of flavors, values small-scale economies, and – as can be read in Slow Food’s Manifesto, drawn up in 1987 by Folco Portinari – makes pleasure the keystone of a new cultural model that transforms living “slow” into a militant objective.26

By adopting a different concept of flavor, which prefers wholesome food and which sees meals as a time for comparison and socialization, the search for pleasure can also be seen as a way to repress boredom or as a hobby, sometimes to the detriment of good eating practices. This is linked to a kind of “indulgent” awareness that translates into eating something that actually should be avoided27 when seeking purely physical satisfaction. In these cases, emotions prevail over reason: an attempt is made to attain satisfaction by eating very tasty foods that bestow immediate sensory pleasure. An example of this trend is the regular consumption of junk food: although aware of the negative impacts it has on health, many people regularly eat high caloric foods with low nutritional value, rich in fat and sugar. However, the consumption of junk food is a choice for only some groups of people.

Unfortunately, for others it becomes a necessity, because it is more affordable.

As a result, specifically in reference to this inadvisable impact on satisfaction and flavor, the search for pleasure contrasts with caring for health and well-being.

Caring for health

In the food industry, health concerns are not a new trend. Over the course of history, people – regardless of their social or economic position – have always paid attention to food’s healing properties. For example, the use of herbs with medicinal properties in the preparation of meals.28

Furthermore, recent interest in promoting and safeguarding health has gained a higher level of attention as a result of the scientific and institutional levels, the increase in life expectancy and the resulting increase in the number of elderly people and their relative health costs have, in fact, pushed governments, researchers, and healthcare and food industry professionals to find a way to effectively manage changes linked to changes in population. In addition, there is the explosive increase in diseases that can be traced to increasing rates of being overweight, obesity, and metabolic disorders.29

It has now been widely recognized that the risk of diseases can be decreased and health can be preserved by adopting a correct diet and lifestyle; the concept of diet no longer appears to be linked exclusively to the concept of nutrition, but is more broadly linked to the improvement in people’s overall well-being. In fact, consumers increasingly pay attention to a healthy lifestyle, made up of healthy dietary choices, which may, however, take on contrasting connotations and also generate behavioral manifestations which may be of an extreme nature at times.

Well-being matches the search for a benefit where food is not only the means to pursue sensory and emotional pleasure, but also to preserve physical health. When this connota-

Orientation to the past

Past oriented identifies with memory and involves recalling and preserving traditions rooted in a specific socio-geographic context. Thanks to memory, the culinary traditions of a certain place can be preserved over time and appreciated.

Indeed, food tells of, and allows room for, a group memory made of knowledge and flavors, refined dishes and humble daily tasks, elementary needs and great exchanges, farming rituals and industrial realities.30

This leads to food at times being identified as one of the ways to go back in time and in certain cases, food provides “comfort” (the reason why it is called comfort food): authentic, simple, fulfilling, linked – if not in actual fact, at least in the minds of the people who eat it – to traditions, childhood, and the family. Therefore, comfort food is of an intrinsically local nature, as it is linked to specific cultural differences and to people’s diverse culinary habits and origins. For example, Americans consider milk shakes, fried chicken, and potato chips comfort foods. Instead, in Europe, these foods do not appear to be either traditional, familiar, or genuine.31

Memory, however, also presupposes a feeling of nostalgia32 for a past that is considered simple, secure, and relaxing, compared to the faster and more frenetic lifestyle which characterizes the current era and which often induces high levels of emotional stress in people, translating into widespread conditions – depression, anxiety, and feeling of loneliness.

In the editorial which opens the special issue of “Hedgehog Review” dedicated to the topic of fear, it says in fact that: “Lacking existential comfort, we now content ourselves with security or a simulation of security.”33 Such a feeling of security and comfort could therefore be provided by the memory of past times.

Nostalgia can be traced back to the broader concept of prejudice, which involves a defensive and hostile attitude toward of others’ food, as we will have an opportunity to explain later, and in particular, exotic foods. This backwardness acts as a brake and, thus, contrasts the impulse toward the future, whose fundamental element is progress.

Orientation to the future

In complete contrast to the situation illustrated in the preceding paragraph, future oriented emphasizes and values progress, not so much in the sense of a “thrust of unstoppable and
inevitable change, which does not bring peace and relief, but crises and constant tension, without even an instant’s pause, but as an opportunity for innovation.

Specifically in reference to the food industry, this innovation can be traced back to the expansion of offerings through the invention of new foods, dishes, and culinary styles whose goal is to propose solutions for the criticalities that are being experienced more and more, which upset the current food scenario (such as the constant increase in the prices of food products, overpopulation, environmental issues, etc.).

In response to these concerns, by way of example, we cite the growing attention paid to the creation of new foods or foods which replace current foods. In fact, according to many researchers and scientists, because of the predictable increase in meat prices, in the future insects could also be widely included in Western food diets. In 2008, FAO stated that: “Although the idea of eating insects may appear unusual to some people, it must be said that their consumption by human beings is actually fairly common in many parts of the world. In 36 African countries at least 527 different species are eaten, and this also occurs in 29 Asian countries and in 23 countries in the Americas.” In addition to insects, algae can also be introduced into the diet, offering – in part – a potential solution to the worldwide issue of food scarcity. At the same time, experiments with the production of “artificial” meat are being carried out in the laboratory, through the use of stem cells.

Another future oriented acceptance is the spreading of new culinary techniques. An example in this sense is the so-called “molecular cuisine,” a discipline (practiced within a very small scope) that studies the transformations that occur in foods during their preparation. The creation of new dishes, recipes, and preparation techniques is achieved by applying, to cooking, scientific knowledge that is extraneous to the food world.

If we wish to propose a more critical point of view which clearly opposes the concept of preserving and valorizing memory, progress and projection toward the future cannot be equated with safeguarding culinary traditions and actually contribute to the loss of food’s historical value, since they encourage the search for new sensory experiences which are “often frightening and not necessarily pleasurable.”

With reference to ready-to-eat food, the above-mentioned loss of historical value also includes a loss in relation to biodiversity, a feature which over time will be increasingly less known to new generations.

Technology

Food production technologies were created in ancient times to obtain various products available from the raw materials of vegetable and animal agricultural production. These technologies have been refined and developed to improve the quality of foods, their shelf-life, flavor, and appearance; in order to do so, traditional knowledge is augmented with the most up-to-date scientific knowledge.

In particular, the agrifood industry has been under constant demand to make an intense, innovative effort at the request of consumers who are increasingly critical and demanding, with new consumption behavior. Because of the growing attention paid to individual well-being and safeguarding health, innovation and the implementation of technologies in the food industry were in part directed to the development of functional foods (which at this time have a very low and geographically limited distribution). These innovations concern the development of foods that can, for example, improve brain function, prevent aging, combat fatigue, or induce drowsiness, etc.
On the other hand, new technologies are emerging that are capable of speeding up purchasing procedures and food preparation, in an attempt to satisfy the practical demands of eating. For example, the proliferation of “ready-to-eat” foods (which will be discussed later) or the now common technological automation present at points of sale and large restaurant chains.

Furthermore, to guarantee food safety – one of the aspects that is now a great focus of attention – some sophisticated software programs that let food products be traced continue to be subjected to implementation and experimentation. According to European and United States laws, in particular, agrifood industry operators must use systems and procedures that allow the origin and composition of foods to be identified in order to facilitate their withdrawal from the market in the event of a danger to consumers’ health.

However, excessive reliance on technology leads to the excessive and unwanted adulteration of food which – as we shall see – presumes a departure from routine cooking practices and the ideal of simplicity, precisely in the attention paid to naturalness in eating habits.

**Naturalness**

In opposition to the adulteration of food, and in response to a demand for authenticity, there is a trend toward rediscovering nature and natural products. In the food industry, the concept of naturalness requires a specific definition. It cannot be understood in absolute terms, in as much as food is inevitably subjected to changes: human handling and technology have always been used in food preparation. Ever since food has been cooked, nature has become culture: in fact, food is a work of humankind that uses specific techniques.

The trend toward naturalness must therefore be translated into the acceptance of simplicity, to be understood as a reduction to the minimum of handling in the various phases of the agricultural production chain, or as a not excessively invasive use of technology and with attention paid to the sustainability of agricultural models. In this regard, different ideas on natural food can be identified.

For those who take more extreme positions, naturalness agrees with the products of natural agriculture promoted by Masanobu Fukuoka. This agricultural model calls for human intervention that is limited to the stages of sowing and harvesting, letting nature guarantee agricultural production. This model of agriculture promotes environmental biodiversity, reduces the use of synthetic products to a minimum in the various stages of production, processing, and storage, and excludes the use of genetically modified organisms.

Opposing supporters of organic agriculture, there are people who still believe that the production of agricultural goods carried out through the massive use of biotechnology is, in the future, the only path to obtain natural products, making the use of most of the chemical compounds employed today in conventional agriculture superfluous.

Furthermore, within a strictly culinary framework, naturalness takes on additional acceptance which refers not only to the preference for whole and organic foods, but also to the way the dishes are prepared. They must be simple and not overly elaborate.

The Scandinavian New Nordic Cuisine movement belongs to this current, as presented in a manifesto which reveals its ambition to exalt the pure and simple flavors and products of Scandinavian lands. In fact, it proposes to exclusively rely on distinctive ingredients from the area, preserving their natural aromas and reducing the addition of fats to a minimum. Furthermore, the idea of naturalness does not provide for man’s intervention in agriculture and, in order to find the necessary foods, it prefers the practices of hunting and gathering.

If, on the one hand, simplicity aims at maintaining foods in their natural state as much as possible, on the other, it risks being radicalized to the point of creating hostility against technological innovations and obsessions for naturalness. In this regard, it is helpful to again mention orthorexia, which may now also be seen as an obsession for organic food.

**Globalization of flavors**

The growing mobility among countries, the desire to discover other civilizations’ characteristic features, the industrial expansion strategies of some multinational firms and, in general, the globalization of the economy have changed the culinary landscape.

In recent decades, the difference between culinary approaches which are typical of great culinary traditions and food preferences expressed by individuals and groups has become increasingly confusing.

Specifically, the exchange between food cultures is the characteristic feature of the trend identified as the globalization of flavors, which opposes the uniqueness and specificity of exclusively local and regional food.

Globalization nurtures a feeling of curiosity for other peoples’ food and lifestyle customs: and in fact, “we are living on a planet that is increasingly narrower and more communicative, where mass tourism has violated even what was inviolable. Perhaps this is the reason why we are searching for new worlds to explore. And to do that we use a fork as a compass and gastronomic guidebooks as maps to discover what’s cooking in other people’s pans. The farther away a dish is from our tastes, our customs and traditions, the more it seems to us to be worth a trip. Even if it is just imaginary.” The approach toward ethnic culture can be associated with this, mainly through restaurants: Chinese, Indian, Tex-Mex, Spanish, and – perhaps more in line with a healthier food vision – Japanese cuisine are appreciated in English-speaking and Mediterranean countries. At the same time, interest in “exotic” foods is not limited only to ethnic cuisine, but also concerns the production of unusual culinary combinations. *Fusion cuisine*, for example, represents an eating pattern (mainly in those countries which do not have solid historical and cultural food traditions) which combines different elements and flavors – associated with different culinary traditions – in order to produce meals that cannot be traced back to any specific culinary tradition.

On the other hand, constant mobility and intercultural exchange is leading to a type of standardization. In fact, this deals with the McDonaldization (a term coined by George Ritzer in 1993) of eating habits worldwide, which is the type of cosmopolitan diet that generates uniformity throughout the world, causing the loss of diversity and local traditions.

This is the point that, more than others, conflicts with the sense of origin and appreciation of one’s territory which belongs to the trend linked to eating local and regional food.

**Local and regional food**

The trend to local and regional eating refers to the relationship between food and territory. In this case, this relationship refers to the proximity of the place of production to the place a food is eaten, which is a guarantee of authenticity.
Consequently, in a situation with these characteristics, ideological movements are created which prefer eating the food produced in the vicinity, such as the so-called “zero mileage philosophy” (or locavorism), which promotes the sale and consumption of products that are characteristic of the territory and which do not have to travel great distances before reaching the consumer. According to this philosophy, eating local products is advantageous since it contributes to environmental sustainability and promotes the region’s agrifood heritage, in addition to guaranteeing a fresh, healthy, and seasonal product. The concept of seasonality is, in fact, implicit in the concept of proximity.

Furthermore, the search for local and seasonal foods drives consumers to vary their purchasing habits, preferring experiences where there may be direct contact with the producers. The connection between a food’s place of production and its place of purchase actually is an additional guarantee of authenticity (just think of the fact that, occasionally, the names of some foods match their geographical place of origin and production).

Again, adopting a purely cultural point of view, the relationship between food and territory is included in the concept of the geography of taste elaborated by professor Montanari: “eating geographically; knowing or expressing a territory’s culture through a cuisine, some products, some recipes, seems absolutely ‘natural’ to us.”

Local food is also capable of “telling a story” and this story does not solely refer to nature and the preparation of a specific food, but also to the culture and traditions of the place of origin and the people involved in its production. Food, in fact, is to be considered the “mirror of our history, a lens that shows what we are and what we are becoming.”

Nevertheless, if on the one hand, the link with the territory is synonymous with the authenticity of food products, on the other, it is also a type of conditioning, since it represents a limitation in the sense of time (linked to the seasonality of products), as well as geographically (tied to a certain production location), that is completely foreign to the phenomenon of the globalization of flavors, which, instead, presumes accessibility to exotic foods, anywhere and anytime.

This contributes to turning these types of foods into exclusive products: as we shall see, local and regional food is often a niche market, characterized by poor accessibility.

“Luxury” food

This trend can, in part, be traced back to a series of food scandals which occurred in recent years (for example, BSE, or “mad cow disease,” or “dioxin chicken”) which generated – among their many consequences – greater attention paid by the consumer to food risks, places of origin, and food production methods. As a result, some consumers are more often willing to pay higher than average prices to purchase those products which meet the requirements of authenticity and naturalness, such as foods produced locally and organic foods. In fact, these foods cost more than the equivalent conventional product because producers are subjected to higher production costs, and – as they have exclusive features – can be considered “luxury” foods.

The exclusivity of expensive foods is justified by their higher quality and the difficulty of finding them. From this point of view, examples of “luxury” foods are not those which were traditionally considered symbols of luxury foods in the kitchen (saffron, caviar, and truffles), but those which belong to simple and common categories (such as, for example, chocolate, jams, and condiments) which have recently become premium items, and are special, sought-after products with high prices.

Nevertheless, the higher cost of this type of food makes it accessible only to a limited number of people and, thus, leads to a sort of discrimination of an economic, social, and cultural
nature (which can to a certain extent be traced back to the phenomenon of polarization), an issue that is absent in low cost foods, which, instead, are distinguished by their purchasing accessibility.

“Low cost” food

As we just mentioned, the exact opposite of the exclusivity of luxury foods is the accessibility of low cost foods. The increased attention paid in recent times to these foods can be attributed to the current difficult global economic situation, which has resulted in many families finding themselves in situations of economic hardship (in particular, low-income families). One of the effects produced by the present economic situation, added to the increase in the prices of agricultural raw materials on the markets, can be seen in the record increase registered in purchases made at food discount stores. In fact, there is a tendency to purchase food products at “super-discount” shopping centers which lack brands but where prices are more accessible, to the extent that in the last six years in Italy, the number of low-income families who prefer these centers to other purchase locations has doubled: one out of five family units among those with the lowest spending levels makes low-cost purchases, compared to 10% six years ago. However, for the purpose of a comparative example, spending on cell phones, text messages, and Smartphone Internet connections remains significant.

The trend to making purchases at discount stores, however, is not only recorded by families with lower financial resources: even the wealthier groups are changing their purchasing habits, and for over 60% of Italians, it is normal to do their grocery shopping at discount stores.

Additional confirmation of the ever-growing attention to low cost products is provided by the increased presence of private label products in shopping carts, which are those products sold under the retailer’s brand and which have been experiencing great growth in recent years. Basically, the result of all this is that the cheapest food products, on average, allow for greater accessibility: on the one hand, they guarantee widespread availability, that is, they can be purchased – unlike “luxury” foods – by people who have fewer resources. On the other hand, they often are equated with a loss of quality in the product, as it has been noted that underpriced products feature a lower than average level of quality.

Speed

Starting in the 1970s, and in line with the spread of eating patterns that mirror an average lifestyle which is increasingly fast-paced and hectic, speed is the element which, more than anything else, has marked a substantial difference in how people structure their lives. It should not be surprising that these years coincided with the spread of fast food restaurants. In fact, the first restaurant of the McDonald’s chain, founded in 1955 in the United States by Raymond Kroc, opened in Europe in 1971. For years now, individuals have been leading lives which leave less and less time available to them and their families; this also involves a reduction in the time dedicated to cooking and meals and, at the same time, a change in methods and types of purchases. In the first place, the time traditionally dedicated to main meals – occasions when families come together at the table – has decreased, and the same thing has happened to the time spent in the kitchen preparing the meals themselves. In fact, as Niola affirms, “if in the past every grandmother was a living cookbook, ready to give lessons and pass on the secret alchemies of family dishes, now those precious flying pages have been scattered by the winds of modernization. As a result, eating at home gets worse and worse, and is always more hurried. And most people consider cooking a waste of time.”

This leads to an increase in the trend of eating at odd hours, on the road, or during the commute from home to work. Food has become increasingly more “mobile,” while the custom of eating three meals a day is being progressively replaced by the frequent intake of quick snacks. For example, many people regularly eat at bars and coffee shops where sandwiches and fast food can be found. In addition, there are studies which report how, in the United States, 15% of meals are eaten in cars and, as a confirmation of this trend, about 60% of sales of fast food breakfasts are made at the “drive-through window.”

Secondly, it points out how the types of products purchased also tend to undergo changes as more attention is paid to foods with a high service content, that are easy to purchase and prepare and convenient and quick to eat. These convenience foods, ready-to-eat or semi-ready foods, to be cooked in a microwave or just heated up, are a manifestation of the technological innovations that have occurred in the food industry.

Furthermore, there is also a growing demand to optimize the time needed to prepare meals. In this sense, the success achieved in the United States by the Dream Dinners chain is significant. It offers an alternative method of meal preparation: it is a chain of “do-it-yourself dinner shop” stores, where people can quickly prepare meals that are more functional relative to individual needs while being less expensive than ready-to-eat foods purchased at supermarkets or from restaurants. Customers first select menus and order the ingredients they need online, then make an appointment at the closest store to assemble the ingredients, and prepare a minimum number of dinners to take home.

Two types of impacts on human behavior can be linked to the aspects discussed up to this point. The first is the search for ever-greater convenience in eating, which translates into the trend of purchasing convenience foods. The second type refers to the spread of a constant state of psychological pressure among people, which often involves high levels of frenzy, impatience, and emotional stress. All this leads not only to a reduction in the time dedicated to meals, but also to a generally poor level of attention paid to a diet’s nutritional aspects.

Individualism

In recent times, food is increasingly being eaten individually and in the shortest time possible. Eating has been gradually losing the nature it has historically borne as a ritual in the preparation of meals, socialization, and interaction. In fact: “if it is true that food is the truest mirror of a society and its history, the decline of ‘home-style’ cooking reflects the pulverization of family bonds and habits, which were always symbolically consecrated in the preparation and sharing of food.”

It can thus be presumed that the trend toward individual consumption derives from the general acceleration of life’s pace and, consequently, from new family dynamics. It is not coincidental to note how people who live alone are less inclined to care about preparing and eating meals, with a fragmentation of their intake methods and a more marked preference for the consumption of snacks.
All this leads to impoverishment of the time dedicated to eating food, which is now char-
acterized by the absence of gregariousness and conviviality.

As we already mentioned, conviviality is one of the elements that, more than any other,
provides satisfaction at the table. Its absence presumes that the pleasure and the interac-
tive component of eating together have been lost.

However, individualism allows for greater personalization of food, which favors the de-
velopment of a food product that increasingly responds to, and is in line with, customers’
specific needs, both in terms of quality of the product and the formats available. Just
think of the creation of specific foods or food diets on the basis of genetic heritage and
the individual's specific diseases, or more simply, of single-serving packages aimed at
reducing waste.

Sustainability

As previously stated in the section relative to the forces of change and/or conservation,
the consumer pays more and more attention to sustainability issues and asks food industry
companies to take greater responsibility in safeguarding the environment and the products’
quality. Thus, the consumer becomes “autonomous, or critical, independent in his choices,
interested in setting up a dialog, an actual relationship with the world of production.”
The consumer who is the result of this process can be defined as “responsible.” He takes food
products’ environmental impacts into account, and specifically, elements such as, for exam-
ple, pollution deriving from production plants, the quantity of energy used in production, a
preference for recycled materials or those which use renewable resources, etc.

In addition, talk of consumActors is heard more and more often. This is a specific type of
consumer who wants to be involved in the process which creates the food product and no
longer wants to be merely a passive spectator. Basically, consumActors want to be copro-
tagonists and interact with the producer, actively participating and sometimes gathering
together, even informally, into purchasing groups (so-called “co-producers”).

The appearance of these new personages lets companies experiment with corporate strate-
gies based on cooperative competition: products and consumers act as a team to reach com-
mon objectives that can benefit all participants in the economic exchange.

On the other hand, participation by responsible consumers is contradicted by the presence
of other consumers who are completely indifferent. In fact, as recalled in the first chap-
ter, postmodern society is characterized by strong individualism, which at times leads to
abdication of responsibility. In the food sphere, this aspect translates into the near-total
power given to institutions to act on criticalities relative to sustainability through insti-
tutional initiatives.

After having illustrated the general context of reference (paradigms and forces of change
and/or conservation) and, especially, after having thoroughly examined the food trends that
are currently influencing people’s behavior, the next chapter will define an analytical dia-
gram that will be useful in understanding how we assume these trends will move in the
future. On the basis of this diagram the desirable and sustainable food scenario for 2030 will
be defined. In the next chapter, we will also address some major issues that in the future
will involve social behavior in the food sphere, attempting to understand through a number
of reflections how the actors involved in the food world (consumers, companies, institu-
tions, etc.) should behave.
3. A POSSIBLE DIETARY SCENARIO FOR 2030
3.1 INTRODUCTION AND AN ANALYTICAL OUTLINE AS A POINT OF REFERENCE

In the preceding chapters, we presented an analytical model describing the over-arching paradigms influencing today’s socio-economic reality and the forces for change and/or preservation that characterize it. As well, we investigated, in detail, dietary trends present in the current context. Beginning with the trends we discussed in the second chapter, we now turn to delineating a future dietary scenario projected over the next 20 years which is as desirable and sustainable as possible. A dietary scenario, therefore, that is:

→ realistic, in terms of probability, with reference to the paradigms and to the forces for change and/or maintaining the status quo, that will act on people’s lives;

→ constructive, by offering a framework for people of how and what they will be able to eat in the future (a perspective that coincides with a solution that is accessible, practicable, based on the value of individual well-being, collective, and environmental – in other words, a constructive solution);

→ long-lasting, because it is structurally sustainable. As a result, we will concentrate on individuals’ behaviors and their lifestyles. We are convinced that the challenge in the next few decades will be to attempt to reduce the disparity between wanting to achieve a healthy diet and lifestyle, overcoming existing social and cultural systems, and actually managing to do so.

As we have seen, in the food sector, each trend arises from numerous factors. Although these factors are, in part, different from each other, it is possible to identify a particularly distinctive trait for each trend, one which characterizes it in a more specific way. For this reason, in the preceding chapter, each of the thirteen dietary trends was listed with the characteristic that best distinguishes it from the others; that is, the element which (given the data and models examined) we felt characterized it better than other factors.

In addition, for each characteristic, certain factors were presented that can impact on individuals’ behaviors in contrasting ways. Based on the analysis, the trends can be grouped into “trend pairs” that are apparently antithetical.

Specifically, we are talking about the contrast between distinctive characteristics such as:

→ pleasure and well-being;

→ memory and progress;

→ innovation and simplicity;

→ exchange and region;

→ exclusivity and accessibility;

→ time and connection.

Because of its specificity, the topic relating to the environment is treated separately.

Before outlining the future dietary scenario, a summary outline will be provided for purposes of greater explanatory clarity. The distinctive characteristic of each dietary trend will be shown and, in turn, connected to the relevant contrasting elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dietary Trend</th>
<th>Distinctive Characteristic</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASTIME</td>
<td>Food as a way to suppress boredom</td>
<td>High-calorie food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSESSION</td>
<td>Uncontrolled fear of food</td>
<td>TASTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREJUDICE</td>
<td>Hostility toward “exotic” food</td>
<td>ATTENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOSS OF THE HISTORIC VALUE OF FOOD</td>
<td>Loss of traditions</td>
<td>ORIENTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPHISTICATION OF FOOD</td>
<td>Distracting oneself from daily practices</td>
<td>TECHNOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSESSION FOR BIOLOGICAL FOOD</td>
<td>Hostility toward innovations</td>
<td>NATURAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMOGENIZATION</td>
<td>Loss of diversity and local traditions</td>
<td>GLOBALIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDITIONING</td>
<td>Niches products, poor accessibility</td>
<td>LOCAL AND REGIONAL FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCRIMINATION</td>
<td>Social and cultural economics</td>
<td>LUXURY FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEGRADED QUALITY OF FOOD OFFERED</td>
<td>Low cost, low availability</td>
<td>LOW COST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRY FRENZY</td>
<td>Last time dedicated to meals, little attention paid to nutrition</td>
<td>SPEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPOVERISHMENT</td>
<td>When food is consumed</td>
<td>INDIVIDUALIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DELEGATION TO INSTITUTIONS, INDIFFERENCE</td>
<td>Lack of interest in food</td>
<td>SUSTAINABILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION</td>
<td>Attention to themes of food sustainability and food security</td>
<td>RESPONSIBLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRENDS ARE GROUPED IN APPARENTLY ANTITHETICAL PAIRS AND ARE CHARACTERIZED BY CONTRASTING ELEMENTS AND DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS.
The current dietary scenario was reconstructed on the basis of evidence which emerged during the analysis and interviews with experts on the interaction between food and social behaviors.

In post-modern society, characterized (as to the prevailing psychological condition) by uncertainty, which often translates into uneasiness, the scenario may be summarized by the points set forth below.

Between pleasure and well-being, one of the most typical food behaviors is traceable to the association between food and pastime. Food is often seen as a means of psychological compensation for anxiety and boredom, and its value is often degraded because of compulsive and repeated consumption, with individuals often turning to high-calorie foods. Little attention to good dietary practices by some individuals contrasts with true obsessions developed by others (including the phenomenon of the already-cited orthorexia): apart from the exaggerated interest in safeguarding health, there is a risk of developing an excessive preoccupation with food.

Considering the antithesis between memory and progress, it is possible to note how an orientation to the past may provoke a kind of “prejudice” against how the value and the taste of new culinary styles are perceived. A kind of nostalgia develops, which becomes a search for a refuge and comfort in the face of the fast pace which typifies modern life; hostility toward “exotic” cuisine and a defensive attitude against innovation are created. On the other hand, the behavior of people who are most oriented toward the future reveal a tendency to lose sight of the historical value of food and this, in opposition to the values of memory, leads to a progressive distancing from traditions.

Regarding the concepts of innovation and simplicity, some people show low tolerance toward innovations, which can lead to behaviors tied to a so-called simple and natural dietary style (especially “biological” food). On the other hand, other people are interested in the excessive use of technology, preferring complex recipes and ingredients which are difficult to understand, which are not only far from the ideal of simplicity but also from daily culinary practices. In this case, the mass media play a fundamental rule: for the consumer in the post-modern age, it becomes difficult to extricate himself or herself from the ever-more frequent calls for naturalness and simplicity spread by advertising, and the slogans used by the most popular and avant-garde chefs about using “extreme” ingredients.

The contrast between the trend toward dietary validation and choosing to limit oneself to eating only local and regional products is implicit in the meanings of exchange and region. While globalization is influencing the current dietary scenario, increasing homogeneity is causing people to progressively distance themselves from local dietary habits and traditions, which also results in the loss of part of the taste of “diversity” which is characteristic.
of a specific region. The authenticity and uniqueness of local products thus run the risk of being impoverished in the name of global consumption, enjoyable by everyone, everywhere, at any time. On the other hand, there is an element of conditioning in individuals’ behaviors that leads them to limit their dietary choices only to foods that are produced nearby, that are less available and accessible, and, in some cases, niche items.

It is important to emphasize that the change in habits (apart from little or no inter-generational transfer of culinary flavors and knowledge) is also partly traceable to the influence on the consumer of communication methods, advertising pressure, and distribution network policies.

Exclusivity and accessibility (in this case, understood purely in the financial sense), which lead to the consumption of luxury and low cost foods, can have social and qualitative consequences with exactly opposite effects. In fact, the following behaviors can be seen in individuals who are susceptible:

→ to economic and cultural discrimination, which is traceable in some way to the climate of social polarization;

→ to the purchase of below-cost products, even with the knowledge that such food is likely to have lost value. In this case, we mean not only the qualitative loss in the food offering, but also of its memory, history, and the guarantee of security that the consumer requires: security, a characteristic considered non-negotiable, but which is also taken for granted.

The qualitative impoverishment of foods offered means that currently the value of food is almost completely based on taste: if other characteristics (memory, security, etc.) are not appreciated, there is a risk that food will be valued by the standards of every other product. The connection between available time and social relationships demonstrates, on the other hand, a correlation between hurry and frenzy (resulting from the state of constant urgency which marks the lives of the population) and a lessening of the amount of time dedicated to food consumption. People are progressively dedicating less and less time to the preparation
and consumption of meals, neglecting the nutritional aspects and limiting (and changing the form of) the time dedicated to conviviality and sharing. At the same time, thanks to increasing connectivity, which is becoming ever more widespread, new forms of sharing and conviviality are being created, which bring a profoundly different conception of space and time. Since all of this can influence the consumption of food, it becomes a fascinating field of inquiry but today it is still difficult to interpret.

Finally, regarding the issue of sustainability, in particular the need to pay attention to the increasing scarcity of natural resources, there is still ample maneuvering room for achieving true environmental awareness. In fact, at present, indifference seems to be the most prevalent attitude, manifested in a failure to take responsibility and the delegation of responsibility to institutions or to the big players operating in the food sector (in this case, the food industry), which are the most active parties in safeguarding natural resources. From this standpoint, the syndrome known as NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) seems to be spreading: many people still oppose interventions which are in the general interest of the environment, only because these actions are mistakenly perceived as a potential limitation of their own individuality.

In summary, the characteristics of the dietary scenario of post-modern society which are the most worrying are as follows:

1. People eat alone more and more often; eating frequently takes on excessively personalized characteristics that are not easily shared and that are targeted to specific nutritional needs: this kind of eating is the opposite – a photographic negative – of how we have typically considered meals as a time to share the same food with others.\(^7\)

2. “When you can eat anything, anywhere, and anytime (as you can today), food – which is simultaneously ubiquitous and transparent – is trivialized;”\(^8\)

3. “Today, awareness of food is an aspect that can be considered elitist, because the knowledge (and accessibility) necessary to create that awareness enjoys only limited access (mainly by individuals with greater financial resources);”\(^9\)

4. People find themselves thinking more and more in terms of “caloric debit/credit”: they are submerged by information about nutritional properties and the degree of food security and, as a result, attention that focuses on healthy behavior through calorie counting (“debit”) alternates with behavior that goes in the opposite direction (“credit”);

5. Often, fast-paced and hectic lifestyles lead people to create a relationship with food which is excessively superficial and limiting. They neglect the value of the time dedicated to culinary culture and reduce eating to mere nourishment, resulting in the commercialization of food like any other product. Often, fast-paced lifestyles also influence the relationship with food when people decide to change their dietary regimen and expect to achieve results in a very short period of time.

Given this starting point, we hope that a progressive transition will occur over the next 20 years, through a balanced and positive approach to eating (as shown in the outline at page 57).

This is why the central point of our discussion is the “transition,” which consists in an inversion of trends which is to be sought by identifying the key elements of the process of change that is being asked of the players in the world of food.
3.3 THE DIETARY SCENARIO OF 2030

We will now explain what, in our opinion, should be the distinguishing aspects of the new and better, possible “status of equilibrium.”

The first point involves the theoretical contrast between the search for pleasure and attention to health. A situation of general well-being should be sought, which simultaneously combines physical and psychological benefits with the pleasure that comes through the gratification of several senses. The idea that pleasure is healthy – or that what you like is good for you – is, in fact, one of the guiding principles of ancient dietetics. The relationship between food and sensory pleasure gives way to a rather complex interweaving, in which need, desire, and pleasure are dimensions that are connected to each other.

To accomplish this, education about taste is necessary to help enhance more varied and articulated food habits, putting the role that different foods play in daily eating into proper perspective without deprivation but with greater “savoriness.” The practical demonstration of how foods which are not typically thought of as “sources of pleasure” can actually be prepared with satisfaction and pleasurably shared. This involves rediscovering the flavors and characteristics of food, to enjoy it to the fullest – as occurred to a certain degree in the last 20 years in the “world of wine.” It is necessary to spread the idea that it is possible to properly nourish oneself, maintaining a dietary style that is capable of safeguarding health, without giving up taste and the pleasure of eating. A similar statement will have to be accompanied by coherent dietary proposals from industry, by different forms of collective catering, and by the diffusion of proper dietary information by institutions, in a progressive education process targeted at taste and health – for example, consider educational and relational initiatives advanced by movements like Slow Food and initiatives like Eataly. In particular, it will be necessary to promote the broadest concept of lifestyle, as opposed to the more limiting concept of diet, because a proper lifestyle based on balanced eating and constant physical activity seems to be the key to guarantee well-being in longevity.15

With reference to orientation to the past and future, it appears that is reasonable that each of us experiences a new sense of “proportion” between preservation and innovation, appreciating new foods and culinary styles without, however, forgetting traditions, even in the knowledge that traditions are a historical product that changes over time. This entails accepting foods and innovations, overcoming that kind of indifference that is typical of the current consumer, and broadening the confines of a community’s identity. It is necessary to set aside the perplexities associated with progress and the static vision tied solely to nostalgia for the past, and to welcome innovation, which is understood not as a loss of traditions, but as an affirmation of new ideas that can help to satisfy changing social needs.

In 2030, it is to be hoped that people will also, to a certain degree, make their choices in relation to the intersection between technology and naturalness: technological discoveries cannot and must no longer be sacrificed in the name of natural food (which presupposes an absence of manipulation). However, as already mentioned, humans and technology have always intervened in the preparation of food. “Cooking is human activity par excellence, it is the gesture that transforms the product of nature into something profoundly different: the chemical changes induced by cooking and the combination of ingredients make it possible to bring to the mouth a food which, if not totally artificial, is surely constructed.”20

We emphasize the fact that there are certain “myths to be disproven,” such as the concept of raw food (a food model that consists of eating primarily raw and living foods that has become quite widespread in the last few years), which is seen by some as the maximum expression of naturalness. In some cases, in fact, advanced technologies are used specifically to meet the need for “rawness” (consider raw fish and the need to use a blast chiller to guarantee the necessary levels of safety). In addition, often, “local” is associated with “natural;” nonetheless, it is not always accurate to think that what is native is genuine and authentic; while what comes from the outside is sophisticated and artificial.

For the food industry, and for all parties which are active in the food world, the challenge to be taken up is to propose solutions and innovations which are capable of making products that are nutritionally richer and more enjoyable from a taste perspective.

As announced beforehand, the globalization of flavors is causing a crisis in the cultural identity of food. What is hoped for the future is that, in the face of the homogenization of food models, interest and curiosity about the “exotic” will be accompanied by recovering roots, flavors, and tastes (which often leads to the discovery of exchanges and relationships between one’s own culture and other cultures) and to the rediscovery of the region and the authenticity of local and traditional food.

In the future, disseminating, making people aware of, and sharing local cultures will be one of the best ways to confront the effects arising from cultural and gastronomic validation. In practice, it will involve global markets exchanging not only merchandise, but also food and food styles: knowing the food culture of a group will be a way to support integration and the protection of food and gastronomic biodiversity, and a way to widely spread the idea of sustainable eating and pleasure, “a pleasure which is considered legitimate, almost necessary.”21

Taking into consideration now the contrast between “luxury” food and “low-cost” food it becomes clear that, in the future, total food offerings will have to adhere to growing minimum quality requirements, understood within a broader meaning that goes from food safety to sensory perception, from the nutritional level to the sustainability of the processes underlying it, and from availability and ease of use to facilitating the reduction of waste. In opposition to low-cost consumption, there is a desire to experience food of great and recognized quality. In particular, with the increase in the level of availability of products, thanks to the expansion of commercial boundaries, the object of desire is no longer abundant food, but rather exceptional food.24 This can be traced to the fact that social, economic, and cultural differentiation is considered synonymous with exclusivity.

In this situation, which is governed by dynamics which often have little or nothing to do with proper food choices, a desirable development would be the affirmation of a situation...
in which the price (and, in general, the value) of foods are, to a certain extent, associated with the optimal frequency of their consumption, in accordance with indications offered by nutritionists, in order to concretely encourage the adoption of “good” dietary models. In addition, we add the topic of costs associated with certain low-calorie regimens: in fact, the most common dietary styles are often characterized by high costs, precisely because they require the presence of particular foods that are not always common in the diet. However, it is typically not necessary to spend a lot of money to adhere to a dietary style that tends toward healthy eating and good health.

With reference to the values of conviviality and eating together will assume more and more importance in the future. In fact, sharing food is universally recognized as one of the fundamental ways to promote, establish, and maintain interpersonal relationships. Conversely, a lack of sharing, which is typical of factors associated with individualization, transmits a sense of social detachment, distance, and exclusion.

In the future, however, values such as conviviality and eating together will not be able to be exactly duplicated, because the acceleration of the rhythms of life and resulting lack of time to dedicate to meals will give rise to new times and models for conviviality. The awareness that the rhythm of our lives is destined to change in a structural way, associated with recognizing the importance of the notion of “conviviality,” can constitute a useful point of view to structure food systems and, in parallel, individuals’ choices. Reclaiming conviviality will occur not only by changing the food that is offered, but also through a real change in the technological paradigm, whereas up to now (except for a few cases of businesses which have adopted a profoundly “human” vision of technology, and which must be considered exceptions), greater connectivity has not translated into more time and/or quality of time, but rather into overserousure to work activity.

Plus, the attention to the environment will become one of the fundamental factors at the foundation of future dietary behavior: people must become conscious of the fact that they will have to engage in responsible behavior so that the planet’s resources are used more efficiently and waste is reduced.

A cultural change will be necessary, changing our individual lifestyles and production and consumption models. To meet the dietary and nutritional needs of a more affluent and urbanized world with a growing population, it will be important to disseminate sustainable dietary habits, transmitting awareness about the cost associated with the environmental impacts of the different dietary models.

In conclusion, the hope is that in 2030, the focus will be shifted more and more from “what” we eat to “how” we will eat. It is the choice of the “how” of the value we attribute to food and its importance in our personal and social life, that will become a possible turning point for the adoption of healthy dietary styles and the creation of systems to offer good quality and accessible food.

As Claude Fischler pointed out in the introduction to The Excellence of the Mediterranean Way (BCFN, 2010), the social dimension of eating with others will play a fundamental role in giving individuals the proper perspective toward food, by encouraging a balanced approach to food. The “how” (values, culture) will prevail over the “what” (the products). In other words: tell me how you eat and I’ll tell you who you are.
4. THE KEY QUESTIONS TIED TO THE 2030 DIETARY SCENARIO
4.1 DECISIVE QUESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

From the very beginning, we thought that our work would not arrive at any conclusion, but rather provide a series of open questions about the future which are useful for contemplating the choices that will have to be answered in the next several years, primarily by individuals and, more generally, by other actors in the food world.

Although we did not intend to offer specific responses to each of the questions proposed, we would like to focus on the concept of “proportion,” understood as balance and proper equilibrium between trends that are in apparent conflict among themselves. It involves one of the cardinal rules for a balanced approach to dietary themes, today and in the near future.

Here are some of the questions that, in our opinion, are the most relevant:

1. How will the sense of frenzy that characterizes current times be reconciled with a need to return to conviviality?

In the context of what Bauman defines as “lives in a hurry,” the rules and manner of sharing food has changed. In fact, it is becoming more and more frequent for people to eat by themselves, in non-traditional places, for the most part take-out food and food made for specific nutritional needs. Even at the table, the phenomenon of individualism is becoming apparent. In fact, it is becoming more and more frequent for people to eat by themselves in non-traditional places, for the most part take-out food and food made for specific nutritional needs. Even at the table, the phenomenon of individualism is becoming apparent.

2. How will the search for pleasure, understood as “taste,” coexist with the growing attention to well-being?

Often, the attention paid to safeguarding health through diet is perceived as being in stark contrast with the search for pleasure. In some cases, however, this opposition constitutes a kind of “myth to be disproven.” In the future, attention to health and consumption of foods capable of providing additional physical benefits will not need to preclude the satisfaction that comes from sensory pleasures. In that sense, the already-cited idea that “what tastes good is good for you” coincides with the idea that “what is good for you tastes good.” Thus, pleasure will also be found in the way in which foods are varied/combined within the diet, in avoiding monotony – a consequence of speed – and in the capacity to select foods that are healthy and gratifying at the same time.

3. Will anxiety or awareness prevail in dietary choices?

Food and diet are increasingly becoming the object of media attention. Claude Fischler believes that today “there is information, but there’s too much of it. And it’s incoherent, cacophonous, and continuously changing.” In addition, this information is contradictory, because it comes from a plethora of different sources, with advertising, Internet blogs, and the innumerable television shows, books, and magazines providing advice on diet.

The “information surplus” that is created converges to generate anxiety in people rather than knowledge about the real attributes of foods, and becomes partially responsible for unsustainable dietary choices. In fact, it becomes apparent that dietary choices are, indeed, an expression of a person’s identity, while at the same time, the result of a process of acquiring information – which is often not “easily digested.” In the future, it will be necessary to know how to manage this excess of information, to create a greater level of awareness in people when judging which foods to select.

4. How will elements such as traditions and simplicity survive in the face of the impact that technological innovation and scientific discoveries have (and will have) in the dietary context?

As we already emphasized, currently scientific progress is also targeted at developing new foods, to which technological innovations oriented toward the diffusion of new production methods are reconnecting. In reference to new foods, it is not, however, very clear what the ingredients of the future will be; scientists and futurists predict the marketing of foods based on algae or insects, or even foods developed in the laboratory.

In this context, and provided that the development of new foods can guarantee proper nutritional content, the consumer will need to be supported in the process of accepting these new foods, even as he or she tries to preserve culinary traditions.

On the other hand, when it comes to technological discoveries, we reiterate the importance of the sense of “proportion,” specifically in relation to the production methods. The widespread opinion that “what’s natural hasn’t been technologically manipulated” must be discarded in favor of the idea of “responsible” technology that is not excessively sophisticated and responds to the advanced needs of future consumers.

5. How will it be possible for a sense of authenticity to coexist with interest in and curiosity for new culinary styles?

If, on the one hand, tastes are becoming homogenized, on the other – as a reaction and out of a sense of curiosity – locally and regionally produced foods are being rediscovered. Global acceptance must take on a new meaning. Instead of discussing the globalization of flavors and homogenization, we’ll discuss the diffusion and sharing of culinary cultures.

Authenticity is no longer measured solely by proximity to places and producers, but also includes awareness of the “history” and traditions.

6. Will access to quality food be the prerogative only of the wealthy?

In the future, one of the aspects to which greater attention will need to be paid in the dietary context is food quality. Currently, the belief is widespread that to eat “well” a person has to have a lot of money. Certain foods, which are often considered to be the only foods that are able to guarantee the requirements of naturalness and well-being, are often expensive and inaccessible to most people. We need to be able to guarantee to everyone, even those within the segments of the popula-
tion with the least financial resources, the right to choose among a wide selection of food that features a good level of quality and is accessible. In brief, it will be necessary to bring greater awareness to people so that they can understand that it is possible to eat in a healthy way without spending a lot of money.

Will the post-modern consumer be able to reconcile individual choices with environmental sustainability?

The health of human beings cannot be separated from the health of ecosystems. In order to meet the dietary and nutritional needs of a world that is more affluent, more urbanized, and with a growing population, people's dietary habits will have to undergo radical transformations, requiring them to forgo the attitude of avoiding responsibilities that is typical of the post-modern consumer.

As a result, there is no “proposition”; the only way it will be to develop within people a greater sensitivity for global environmental questions, with the knowledge that the planet’s natural resources are not unlimited and that the population cannot, over the long term, maintain the current lifestyles.

4.2 WHAT CAN BE DONE TODAY TO ARRIVE AT 2030 “READY”?

The questions that will become the leitmotifs in the scenario defined for 2030 are: what must the actors in the agroindustrial sector do to accomplish the “transition” and bring about the desired reality?; and again, what are the guidelines and actions needed to meet people’s resources and expectations?

The main categories of actors who will be referenced are the institutions, companies in the food sector, the distribution sector, and the catering sector.

Some reflections as to the role that each actor can play in this scenario will be proposed below and, just to give some examples – in an attempt, with the force of imagination, to further clarify what some of the inspiring principles of the choices could be –, some initiatives that each category of actors could undertake will be cited.

The initiatives proposed below result in part from analyses and research activity conducted by the RCFN during its first four years of existence.

As already discussed in detail in the first chapter, post-modern society is characterized by uncertainty, frequently due to the overabundance of information, which also comes from the proliferation of communication channels. In this context, the institutions will have the task of facilitating greater clarity in their messages, so that consumers will be informed and “educated,” in part through initiatives consumers undertake on their own. The institutions will also have the task of directing collective choices consistently with the defined scenario, so that diet will again have the appropriate emphasis in people’s behavior.

Here are some examples of initiatives that institutions could undertake:

→ use price leverage in a balanced and appropriate way to discourage the use of junk food and encourage purchases of healthy food. However, the use of price leverage on certain foods, without putting interventions in place to encourage the choice of healthier alternatives and make them actually accessible to the consumer, will likely not significantly impact behaviors;
> promote the adoption of healthy lifestyles and diets favoring the consumption of foods that have a lower impact on the planet’s ecosystem;
> incentivize the creation of urban garden initiatives, which have already existed for a number of years in many countries and are helping restore a sense of naturalness and a greater sense of conviviality. It is hoped that institutions, too, will commit to greater management of these places, where it is possible to rediscover the value of naturalness and simplicity;
> support the dissemination of accurate information and dietary education, to promote adoption of proper dietary and life attitudes, so that individuals may achieve greater awareness of the importance of dietary choices and more complete knowledge on the topic. It will be necessary to help people choose and implement a proper dietary style.5

Given the characteristics of the post-modern consumer, who attributes more value to appearance than to substance and is seeing his or her time becoming more and more fragmented, the food industry must propose solutions that are accessible, practical, and guided by the value of individual, collective, and environmental well-being. Businesses must be able to adapt food offerings to the good practices discussed above and, at the same time, be able to communicate them in an effective way. In particular, companies in the food sector should:

> continue to develop new forms of convenience food featuring a high nutritional level;
> propose further innovations regarding format size, in order to meet the growing personalization of food offerings. In this case, we mean not only single-serving packages (which at the present time are only marginally widespread in mass retail distribution, and primarily only for certain types of foods) which are targeted at satisfying the needs of people living alone, but also specific formats for large families. At the same time, the food industry must propose additional innovations to limit the environmental impact of food packaging, specifically the quantity of packaging material required today to package single-serving products.6 Thus, the industry should orient itself toward better alignment between satisfaction of current consumption trends and responsible management of packaging;
> support consumers in their efforts to reduce waste to a minimum, in part thanks to the commitment of the entire manufacturing chain;7
> continue the activity of reformulating existing products in relation to advances in technology and develop new products that can offer an increasingly wide choice to people in relation to the nutritional requirements of single people;
> promote healthy lifestyles and diets from individuals’ first years of life through the definition and implementation of productive strategies (reformulation of existing products and/or innovative products with planned nutritional content) and communication that is more in line with the indicators emerging from the most accredited scientific studies regarding the relationship between diet, lifestyle, and health;
> promote new forms of communication design. In that sense, they could change not only the content carried by communication, but also the tone and style used, in order to have a more effective impact on behaviors.

In today’s world, characterized by speed and high digitalization, which pervades almost every aspect of people’s lives, the distribution sector will play a key role in providing solutions that respond to these needs. This entails, for example:

> developing new methods for rapid purchasing and increasing the digitalization content.

Up to this point, some of these procedures do not seem to be very widespread, consider, for example, automatic checkouts in supermarkets, self-scanning6 methods, and internet purchases. An obvious example of how technology can respond in this sense (and need) for speed is, as already discussed in the second chapter, the chain of “do-
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THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY MUST COME UP WITH NEW SOLUTIONS TO HELP PEOPLE FIND SPACES AND TIMES TO DEDICATE TO MEALS WITH OTHERS

In the future, eating together will obtain new acceptance, the product of a fast lifestyle that will be typical of consumers. New forms of conviviality will be created in non-traditional places; for example, people will eat more frequently on city streets. It will be necessary for the catering industry to adapt to the changing needs, also thanks to the introduction of innovative formats that allow these new needs to be satisfied. The catering sector will have to create new solutions to help people find new space and time to dedicate to eating meals with other people. These meals do not necessarily have to adhere to traditional rituals that identify the table as the place for sharing, but can happen in new eating spaces. What counts is that every day people can take advantage of eating time to interact and communicate with others.

In addition, keep in mind that the family and the school are, for different reasons, the main participants in effective education about proper diet, targeted as much to young people as to tomorrow’s adults. It is within the family where the child “learns” to eat and internalizes dietary behaviors that he or she will naturally be likely to adopt in the future. But at the same time, the school – due to the increasing importance of its presence in the dietary context and its potential for involvement by families themselves – could and should play a truly active role in promoting balanced dietary styles, by inviting families to understand the best dietary choices and to “join forces” toward a single approach.

In addition, the first and perhaps most important step in changing overall lifestyles consists not so much in a revolution in one’s own dietary style, but in a correction of dietary and life attitudes among the youngest individuals, starting from the pre-school age through to adolescence. This stage of life is absolutely central, and proper dietary and behavior attitudes adopted during the first years of life constitute a decisive element both for health in infancy and adolescence and for quality of life later on.

THE COOPERATION OF ALL PARTIES INVOLVED IS NECESSARY

If each actor plays a specific role in the transition toward a new model, the cooperation of all the different parties involved in various ways is necessary. The inversion of current trends cannot be the result of the efforts of a single, isolated agent of change, nor can a single individual modify a framework which often subjects him or her to negative influences, in a practical context that does not encourage the choice of suitable and positive lifestyles.

Is there an incentive that can modify current approaches and introduce new logic within the system? In our judgment, this element must reside in an awareness of the overall unsustainability of the current reality, high risks being further aggravated by future developments. People, even if they have a hard time expressing it, want food to have value in their lives. For reasons that are structurally tied to their humanity, they want the consumption of food to be full of significance, emotions, and experience.

What will be asked of the actors in the food system is the ability to enhance this desire, to reconstruct a more balanced and positive approach to food.

To do this, it will be necessary first to deepen people’s cultural capital regarding diet, encouraging the development of a different perception of the intrinsic value of food.

In fact, there is a lack of adequate capacity for judgment and a sufficient level of specific competence to enable putting together tasty and healthy diets at accessible prices, which are based on an accurate assessment of the value of the food choices that are available in the market.

In this situation, we are witnessing an increasing difference between “premium offers” (for example, think of food defined as “organic,” offered by the so-called “zero km” chain) and junk food: a growing distance that seems to underscore the definitive impossibility of reconciling taste, health, and financial resources.

And yet, there are dietary models (such as the Mediterranean diet) that are structurally able to reconcile these “opposites.” We must proceed in this direction, certainly, but at the same time, we must make these approaches feasible for everyday reality, now and in the future, removing their “mythical” dimension to make them a tangible reality in people’s lives.

WE NEED TO EXAMINE INDIVIDUALS’ CULTURAL CAPITAL IN DEPTH WITH REGARD TO FOOD

The cooperators of all the different parties involved in various ways are necessary for the cooperation of all the different parties involved in various ways. The inversion of current trends cannot be the result of the efforts of a single, isolated agent of change, nor can a single individual modify a framework which often subjects him or her to negative influences, in a practical context that does not encourage the choice of suitable and positive lifestyles.

Endnotes:
1. Indus, All Capital, with T IPS.
2. We dedicate this chapter to the memory of the human beings connected to food, including those who produce, distribute, sell, and consume it.

Note:
The text is a reflection on the future of eating habits, emphasizing the need for cooperation and education to promote healthier dietary choices. It highlights the importance of family and school in shaping dietary behaviors and the necessity of practical and accessible solutions to encourage balanced eating habits. The text also discusses the current gap between premium offers and junk food, and the potential for dietary models to bridge this gap. The endnotes provide a contextual background to the text.
4.3 TAKING A GLANCE AT THE FUTURE

The path we have undertaken was primarily intended to show which variables should be monitored to understand the evolution in dietary systems, putting individuals and their behaviors front and center.

The attempt at modeling that emerged from this is imperfect, but so is every model. However, it takes the most recent scientific production on the topic into account and offers a broad and rather deep framework for the debate in progress relating to changes in behaviors and in people’s attitudes toward food.

We used the model to formulate a hypothesis for the “desired” scenario, that is to say, a scenario which is not only possible, but is also realistic, constructive, and sustainable.

The scope of our work was not to design future scenarios; this would be a task for futurists. Our concern, instead, relates primarily to the present, and the objective of the exercise was to provide starting points for reflection to the various actors in the food system, to encourage positive action in the desired direction.

To do this, we had to understand the present and ask ourselves about the future. To do this, we had to understand the present and ask ourselves about the future. The future is always unforeseeable and cannot be planned, especially when the subject of study is people’s behaviors.

In this context, the ultimate purpose of this work is not to guess what will happen in the next 20 years, but rather to offer the actors in the food world useful starting points for discussion so that they can adapt to changes in progress, attempting to enhance the most positive aspects of future dietary trends.

It is, in fact, possible to start directing initiatives and activities toward a dietary scenario that is the most desirable and sustainable possible, featuring a predominance of positive and preferable behavioral spin-offs for individuals.

At the same time, we must not ignore the possibility of an unforeseen event that could upset the likely scenario. It is exactly this attitude of reflecting deeply on the variables of the scenario that will allow us to be as prepared and trained as possible to “discover the mice” of the future.

However, no one pays any attention to the smallest animals, particularly the mice: miniscule creatures that usually run in between the predators’ legs. Contrary to the predictions, it is precisely these creatures that are the only ones who will survive and become the first examples of mammals, that is, the animals of the future. The futurologist’s task is thus particularly critical, in that it consists of finding the mouse’ in every analytical context, while having at hand only the trends that come to us from the past and from the present day.

As Claude Fischler has often reminded us, the future can take directions and have consequences that are completely unexpected. “Imagine a convention of futurists at the end of the secondary period, which was organized to discuss and anticipate what would happen in the next era, the tertiary period. In response to the question ‘What will the future be like?’ the participants make predictions based on the trends and evidence relating to the era in progress, and they report a scenario featuring the presence of large examples of predators, namely, reptiles and dinosaurs. From that they develop a prediction of a future period marked by a greater number of animals that are even larger than they currently are.

The tomato is one of the products introduced in Europe from Central America, following geographical discoveries and the creation of the first colonial empires at the beginning of the sixteenth century.

This unexpected encounter with the so-called “New World” caused a full-fledged revolution to explode in the cuisine of Old Europe. This revolution became a great transformation...
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CHAPTER 3

1. We wish to emphasize that only some of the elements that affect the trend have been taken into consideration here. Therefore, the treatment delineated here cannot be considered completely exhaustive, but rather represents the results of certain choices made by us.
3. The entire list of the sources used to define the conceptual outline is in the bibliography.
4. For a detailed list of the experts interviewed to produce this work, see Chapter 1.
5. For a more extensive framework as to the boundary of the analysis, see the introduction to Chapter 1, where the distinctive traits of post-modern society are introduced.
6. The meaning used for each term is presented in the outline.
16. For more information, see Tom Chatfield’s article, Is the Web Driving Us Mad?, in “Newsweek Magazine,” July 9, 2012.
17. For more information, see also. BCFN (2012), Double Pyramid 2012: enabling sustainable food choices.

CHAPTER 4

5. On this topic, see also: BCFN (2012), Nutrition and well-being for healthy living.
6. It has been calculated that a single person produces two and a half times as much packaging waste (11 kg. vs. 4 kg) as a person who lives in a family of four people (Industry Council for Packaging and the Environment data, Great Britain).
7. On this topic, see also: BCFN (2012). Food waste: causes, impacts and proposals.
8. It entails a purchasing system, adopted primarily by supermarkets and hypermarkets, that uses mobile bar code readers and self-scanning pods used by purchasers when they are shopping to speed up checkout.
9. Claude Fischler has been a member of the BCFN Advisory Board since 2010.
10. The name Mesozaic Era or secondary era, also called the age of the reptiles, derives from the Greek mesos, “middle,” because it occurred between the ancient era (Paleozoic) and the recent era (Cenozoic) of life on Earth.
11. The name Cenozoic Era or tertiary era derives from the Greek kainos, “recent life.”
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OUR KNOWLEDGE AT EVERYONE’S SERVICE
Water management

The importance of policies, models and integrated management tools to ensure the availability of fresh water for people and agricultural productivity.

Climate Change, Agriculture & Food

Analysis of the impact that climate change will have on agricultural production and hence, on the availability of food and fresh water and the evaluation of individual and collective behavior to be implemented.

Food & Health

The value of lifestyle and healthy eating habits in the prevention of chronic diseases, to ensure the widespread well-being of populations.

The Challenges of Food Security

How to strengthen the mechanisms of global governance to increase agricultural productivity and manage the volatility of prices in order to ensure that everyone has equitable access to food.

The cultural dimension of food

The relationship between food and religion, the conviviality and the identity of the populations within the great culinary traditions and its role in influencing lifestyle and productive and economic factors.

Healthy growth and nutrition in children

Relationship between the development of good eating habits during childhood and adolescence and the prevention of diseases in adulthood.

Double Pyramid: healthy food for people, sustainable food for the planet

Illustration of the model that relates nutritional balance with the protection and preservation of the environment.

The Challenges of Food Security

Construction of a multi-dimensional index designed to measure the level of people's well-being from the consideration that their well-being depends on several variables, not attributable only to the economic aspects.

Measuring people's well-being: the BCFN Index

Construction of a multi-dimensional index designed to measure the level of people's well-being from the consideration that their well-being depends on several variables, not attributable only to the economic aspects.

The excellence of the Mediterranean Way

In-depth study on the dual dialectical relationship between the Mediterranean people and the food they eat, as to quantity and how to eat, which converge into a single system of values and traditions.

Is GM agriculture sustainable?

Analysis of the current debate on the role of GMOs in solving the problem of access to food while ensuring safety for people and the environment.
Water economy

Elaboration of the model of the food and water pyramid, which relates the traditional food pyramid with the impact of its components in terms of water consumption.

Food Security: Challenges and Outlook

Promote the productivity of the agricultural system, aid the development of rural communities, increase awareness of the impact of the diet on the sustainability of the food chain to address the renewed emergency of the access to food.

Food prices and market volatility: the variables involved

Proposal of an interpretative model that provides a systemic view of the elements that determine the evolution of prices of food commodities.

Obesity and malnutrition: the paradox of food for our children

In-depth study of the paradox concerning the growth in the number of undernourished people and in the number of overweight people with a particular focus on children.

Measuring well-being and its sustainability: The 2011 BCFN Index

Measuring the sustainability of the models applied in different countries and therefore, the assessment of the ability to maintain or change their level of well-being in the future.

Beyond GMOs, Biotechnology in the agri-food sector

Comparison on a global scale of different positions and schools of thought on the sustainability of genetic engineering and the new biotechnology applied to food.

Survey on new agricultural models that can withstand the impact of climate change and the demographic developments while ensuring a sufficient productivity for everyone.

New models for sustainable agriculture

2011 Double Pyramid: Healthy food for people, sustainable for the planet

Development and evolution of the model of the food and environment double pyramid focused on childhood and adolescence, to induce correct eating habits starting from the first years of life.

Longevity and well-being: the role of diet

In light of the continued aging of populations worldwide, the evaluation of the role of a healthy lifestyle and eating habits to ensure increased life expectancy in better health.
Obesity: the impacts on public health and society

A study about the phenomenon of obesity, which is considered to be a rapidly expanding global epidemic, highlighting its environmental, cultural, economic causes and its direct and indirect impact on society.

Nutrition & well-being for healthy living

The elaboration of the studies about the relationship between health, eating habits and lifestyles at every stage of life.

Food waste: causes, impacts and proposals

A presentation of the food loss and waste phenomenon and its main causes, possible solutions and paths to reduce food waste during industrial processing, distribution and final consumption.

Sustainable agriculture and climate change

An analysis of the potential impacts that climate change has on agricultural production, and on the availability of food and fresh water, with recommendations of the individual and collective behaviors to implement.

Double Pyramid 2012: enabling sustainable food choices

An analysis of food choices through the third edition of Double Pyramid that confirms that human health cannot be separated from the health of ecosystems.